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PREPARING WOMEN DOCTORAL STUDENTS
FOR A COLLEGE TEACHING CAREER
Building on the principal investigator's experience with training future members of the

professoriate', this Women's Reseuch and Development project sought to prepare women
Ph.D. students for careers as college professors. This one-year project (10/1/93 - 9/30/94),

planned and carried out by women, offered women students at The Graduate School and
University Center of The City University of New York a series of structured workshops that
focused on the information, skills, and attitudes that assure success in academe: in interviews
and with job search, in the classroom, in departmental relations, and in carrying out professional
responsibilities. The workshop series, acclaimed by all constituencies as much needed and very

successful, struck a particularly responsive chord among the participants who expressed their
personal thanks to all "those [people] who brought the program into life."

BACKGROUND: Goals and Objectives
The project had two basic purposes: (1) to extend to women training in the ideas and
skills doctoral students need to become productive members of the professoriate; and (2) to
examine the barriers and obstacles to women's progress through the academy, both as graduate

Heller, Barbara R. Preparing Doctoral Students for Urban College Teaching, 1991-1992
through 1993-94, Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE). Center for
Advanced Study in Education (CASE), The Graduate School and University Center, The City
University of New York (in progress.)

Heller, Barbara R. Preparing Future Faculty (PFF): Developing Resource Materials,
1993-94 to 1994-95. American Association of Colleges and Universities, Council of Graduate
Schools, Pew Charitable Trusts. Center for Advanced Study in Education (CASE), The
Graduate School and University Center, The City University of New York (in progress.)
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students and, subsequently, as members of the faculty/administration. Precedence for these
goals came from the FIPSE-sponsored project (cited above), which became

operational in 1991-

92.

Consisting of a semester-long seminar, followed in the second semester by part-time
teaching experiences under the mentorship of experienced faculty and monthly meetings of
participants, the FIPSE program worked with women and men doctoral students in the social
sciences, humanities, and sciences, engineering, and mathematics. The content of the FIPSE
seminar touched on theoretical and nractical issues, starting with a discussion of the history of
the American higher education system and the current demographics of the college population.

There was a special emphasis on colleges and universities serving urban populations, with
several sessions devoted to the implications for teaching stemming from the diversity of today's

students, their language varieties, and their generally low level of basic skills; also considered

were students' high level of motivation and commitment to education.

Some seminar sessions were devoted to the nuts and bolts of pedagogy--the first day of

for instruction,
class, preparing lectures, collaborative learning and other forms of grouping
well as how to
creating a syllabus, testing and alternate forms of assessment, and grading--as

deal with problem students, plagiarism and cheating,

and introducing ethical behavior to

professional c.v., interviewing and
undergraduates. Attention was also paid to developing a

other job search strategies,

balancing responsibilities, obtaining grants, and writing for

publication. Seminar students also observed master teachers in the classroom and talked about
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characteristics of effective teachers, including personal teaching styles; drew up for review a

comprehensive syllabus for an introductory course in their discipline; investigated the major
sources of external funding available to them; and wrote a professional c.v. which was critiqued

by staff and other experts.

Among the important outcomes of the FIPSE project was not only a tested paradigm for

training doctoral students at the GSUC and at other graduate institutions. but a curriculum for
doing so, based on a better understanding of the interests of doctoral students and of what they

know and want and need to know in order to be effective academics. For example, in addition

to not being familiar with innovative or even basic pedagogical principles and strategies,
graduate students typically also do not:

have a working knowledge of the structure of the American higher education system;
- understand how a university is structured nor how any particular type of insti'.ution is
organized;

- know the progression from assistant to full professor, nor the differences between
regular and part-time faculty or instructional and non-instructional staff;

have a grasp of the tenure process nor understand the distinctions between a tenureand non-tenure-track position;
know how to prepare a professional c.v., make use of the university's placement
services, nor understand how to plan an effective job search;
appreciate important differences among the disciplines that can affect interpersonal and
departmental relations as well as university policy; and
understand how to balance personal and professional obligations and, importantly, how
to accommodate teaching, research, and service responsibilities. Indeed, most doctoral
students also do not have a good sense of what constitutes service, what forms it can
take, or how service is weighed in promotion/tenure decisions.

3
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Moreover, most of the doctoral students we encountered did not understand the nature
and extent of the commitment they were making to graduate education; did not appreciate the
underlining principles driving graduate education; had no knowledge of the range of their career

options and how these may change over time; and, largely as a result of their graduate training,

did not recognize teaching as an important and legitimate endeavor. These and other students'
needs informed the overall direction that the present project would follow. The work of Bernice

Resnick Sandler' informed its specific objectives; to provide women doctoral students with.

the knowledge, attitudes, and skills to participate more fully and equitably in
academic life and in their disciplines by dealing with the psychological barriers
to success;

adequate preparation to recognize and respond to structural and organizational
barriers to advancement; and
patterns of behavior that respond proactively to sociological obstacles to growth.
This project also sought to develop an on-going mechanism to help assure women students equity

at The Graduate School and University Center.

ACTIVITIES: 1993-1994

The major activities of this project year included the formation of a project advisory
group, the recruitment and selection of students, and the implementation of the workshop series.

An evaluation was also planned and carried out.

Sandler, Bernice Resnick. Success and Survival Strategies for Women Faculty Members.
Association of American Colleges, 1818 R Street, NW, Washington, D.C., 20009, May 1992.
2
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Project Advisors. Early in the year, the project director formed an advisory group
representing the Graduate School and the CUNY colleges; the sciences, social sciences, and

humanities disciplines; and the diversity of concerns of racial and ethnic minority women.
Student, professional, and administrative perspectives were also included in the final composition

of the group which included: Meg Bouvier (a Ph.D. student in Biomedical Science), Professor
Dorothy 0. Helly (History Department, Hunter College), Professor Leslie Jacobson (Department

of Health and Nutrition Sciences: Brooklyn College). Dr. Pamela T. Reid (Associate Provost.

The Graduate School and University Center), Dean Julia Yuen-Heung ToDutka (School of
Education and Educational Services, Baruch College), and Professor Sue Rosenberg Zalk
(Hunter College and The Graduate School and University Center, Ombudsperson, the GSUC,

and Editor, Journal of Sex Roles). (See Appendix A.)

The advisors' responsibilities were to help determine the content of the workshop series

and, where appropriate, to co-lead the individual sessions. They were also instrumental in

identifying the other co-presenters--also women of d'stinction who would help guide the
discussions. Most questions of format, scheduling, and administration were handled by project
staff.

The advisors met together twice in the Fall of 1993. Individual meetings and telephone

conversations were held between advisors and the project director during the course of the year.

In addition, several advisors attended more than one workshop meeting.

Student Recruitment and Selection. To recruit students, we prepared an announcement
in the form of a flyer which was mailed with the GSUC's Spring 1994 registration packet to all
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2,093 matriculated women doctoral students, part-time and OP -time, in the 32 Ph.D. programs.

(See Appendix B.) Applications/inquiries were received from more then 60 women, all of
whom .expressed interest in taking part in the workshop.

Staff and advisors developed criteria for the selection of participants. These included
giving preference to women in the sciences and to more advanced students--i.e., to those closer
to completing their degree requirements; representing a broad array of disciplines; and, to

extent possible, enrolling women with different life experiences, life styles, and sexual
orientations. Consideration was also given to the reasons applicants had for wanting to attend
the workshop so as to assure some degree of compatibility with the program's objectives.

Twenty-one women were chosen for the workshop series from the Art History, Theatre,
Electrical Engineering, Business, Biopsychology, and Computer Science Ph.D. programs, among

others. (See Table 1, Appendix C, for a description of participants' backgrounds.) For the most
part, they were Level III students X63 %), having completed all of the required coursework and

preliminary examinations. Their median age is 37; they were born between 1970 (24 years old)

and 1940 (54 years old.) Most (84%) attended non-CUNY schools as undergraduates, and
almost all (approximately 75%) had already had some teaching experience.

reasons for,

or expectations about the workshop, varied. As one student said:
"I would like to talk about strategies for overcoming certain biases toward age as
well as gender; for evaluating the job market and interviewing techniques; and tips
for selecting recommendations, building networks, and compensating for the
absence of teaching experience."

Another applicant wanted to learn:
6

"... to be a more effective teacher and to become more aware of scholarly
opportunities that are not yet evident to me [as well as] the special needs of
females and minority students. [I would like] to meet other women whose goals
are similar to mine."
Still another woman explained,

"I want to develop a little professional savvy--as sense of how to articulate,
prioritize, and achieve my goals.... I come from a basically non-academic
background [and] am the first in my family to work toward a doctoral degree. I
am therefore somewhat naive with respect to being aware of what is expected of
me, now, as a student and what to be expected of me practically and politically
in the future.... I am also the mother of a 3-year old. I feel a constant tenqinn
between my different roles and need to establish professional priorities.... I could
use... practical suggestions... for directing my energies... and for improving my
performance as a classroom teacher."
One women wanted to:

have my eyes opened: Although I have been teaching part-time for three years
now... I don't feel that I am aware of the inner politics of the academic world
[and] male domination remains abstract to me... leaving me ill-prepared for a
world in which we are not always judged by our merits and where other unspoken
factors take on significance..."
Applicants expressed interest in the female experience:

"I am grateful that the issue of being a women in the academic world is finally
being addressed.... It is my hope that this seminar will offer the knowledge
support, and guidance for women to be able to move more comfortably forward
professionally, without having to assume a different identity, or to be forced to

put aside innovative ideas in order to conform to male expectations and
perceptions."

Several were concerned with a variety of other teaching-related issues, including:
"promotion and tenure";
"grant getting";
"meeting more (women) academics";
"getting a teaching job";
"learning what I don't know";
"developing skills to navigate the intricate political and social framework of the
academy";
"integrating college teaching and research";
7
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"balancing professional and life style concerns";
"getting along with male colleagues"; and
"learning strategies to encourage other women to enter my field."
The workshop was envisioned primarily as pertaining to the particular problems women

face as they progress in academe, including their experiences as students, as applicants for
teaching jobs, and through their early years as members of the professoriate. The applicants

were fairly evenly divided in their expecthtions, with many perceiving the seminar as an
opportunity to explore gender-related issues in teaching and learning. An equally

number perceived the seminar as a way to hone their teaching and job search skills. One
participant summed up the coming together of these threads:

"I was shocked to realize how misogynistic academia is--one of the reasons I
was attracted to it [and have struggled through three semesters as an adjunct
teacher] was for a perceived-to-be more liberal environment.... But how can you
cope? How can we succeed when the game seems rigged? How can we balance
our professional activities with the realities of the market and our desired career
goals? Help!"

The workshop was just one small way of helping.

Implementation of the Workshop Series. With the input of the advisors, and taking
the applicants' expectations into account, we planned a 6-session workshop series, as follows:
Date

April 4, 1994

Presenter(s)

Title

Politics of Systems How to survive
in and make the (academic) system work
for you. This session explored the
historical structure and organization of
the professoriate and focused on
changing and emerging patterns as well as
on such questions as why are there so few
women administrators and so many pseudo
-administrators; intra-departmental relations;
8
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Frances Fox Piven,
Professor, Political
Science Ph.D. Program,

Graduate School and
University Center/
CUNY

the multiplicity of factors in addition
to gender that are used to differentiate
women (religion, race, and culture and
language); and obstacles to and ways to
facilitate tenure and promotion.

April 11, 1994

Presentation Styles - Classroom Dynamics
How women have traditionally viewed
themselves and how they affect their audience.
This session emphasized how women
view themselves professionally, including
how they respond to the inner voice, their
style of presentation and body language,
the tentativeness syndrome, and being
"better than the boys". Also covered
were the "masculization" of women, collegial
relationships, and selected incompetence as
a strategy that impedes/facilitates people's
progress. The in-class component, power and
status hierarchies as student and teacher,
were also examined.

Sherryl Graves
Professor and Chair,
Department of
Educational
Foundations and
Counseling,
Hunter College!
CUNY
and

Julia

Yuen-Heung
ToDutka,
Professor and Dean,
School of Education
and Educational
Services, Baruch
College/CUNY

April 18, 1994

The Casting Couch This session was
about ethical, personal, and professional
issues related to sexual and to gender
harassment. It explored the ways,
sexual and otherwise, that men make clear
that expectations for women are different
because of their gender. Also covered were
issues related to sexual orientation.

Darlene C. De Four,
Professor,
Department of
Psychology, Hunter
College/CUN Y
and
Sue Rosenberg Zalk,
Professor,
Ombudsperson,
Graduate School and
University Center/
CUNY; Editor,
Journal of Sex Roles

April 25, 1994

Balancing Responsibilities What are the
regulations and legal limitations that affect

Nancy Romer,
Professor,
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May 2, 1994

May 9, 1994

the kinds of social choices women make?
This session focused on the legal (Federal,
State, and institutional) issues influencing
the emplo "ment and mobility of women
in academe and related professions and
included alternate models of social/professional
paths -- what women are doing today about
having families, for example, in contrast
to prior patterns and activities. The session
also provided opportunity for participants
to discuss their probable social choices in
light of how they analyze the situation and
set and view their personal agenda.

Department of
Psychology,
Brooklyn College/
CUNY
and
Pamela T. Reid,
Associate Provost,
The Graduate School
and University
Center/CUNY

Academic Scholarship: The Curriculum -- As
a professor, how do you handle your discipline
with regard to gender, race, etc. This
session focused on the curriculum,
including research undertakings and
professional writing, and other scholarship
issues as these are impacted by gender
and sex. Covered the substantive side
of scholarship: who does scholarshipwhen, and why--in participants' own
research/teaching fields.

Marina Heung,
Professor, English
Department, Baruch
College/CUNY

Mentorships: Women Helping Women This
session was about being a good mentor
and mentee. It was designed to concentrate
on issues relating to finding good mentors
and to develon'mg into good mentors of
other women. Here, the purpose is not
only on how to be a good mentor and
teacher, but how to make use of and
expand existing formal and informal
networks for women; the domino principle;
sister systems; and where do we go from
here? What have we gotten out of the
program that would be useful to others?

Terry Ann Krulwich,
Professor and
Executive Officer,
Ph.D. Program in
Biomedical Sciences,
Graduate School and
University Center/
CUNY
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and

Dorothy O.Helly,
Professor,
History Department.
Hunter College/
CUNY

and
Felicia Bonaparte,

Professor,
Ph.D. Program in.
English, Graduate
School and

University Center/
CUNY

The meetings were scheduled for 6 successive Mondays, from 4:00-6:00 p.m., and were held
in a large seminar room at The Graduate School and University Center. In order to have more
time to finish a previous discussion, to make announcements about upcoming events, and to
pass out and talk about the handouts (see below), we added 15 minutes to the starting time of

each meeting. Participants were also encouraged to stay after 6:00 p.m. to continue a
conversation and/or ask questions of the presenter(s) and/or the other advisors in attendance.

Many individual connections were forged because of such serendipi'-us occurrences as the

reuniting of the mentor and her old student (from the student's undergraduate days); the
borrowing and lending of books and other resource material; and so on.

Attendance rates were high, 89 percent overall, ranging from the presence of 95 percent
of the participants (20) at session #6 (Mentorship: Women Helping Women) to 86 percent (18)

at sessions # 3, 4, and 5 (The Casting Couch, Balancing Responsibilities, and Academic
Scholarship). From what we could ascertain, attendance patterns did not so much reflect
participants' interests as people's individual schedules and other commitments. On a session-by-

session basis, 48 percent of the participants (10 women) attended all six meetings, 38 percent

(8) came to five sessions, and 3 or 14 percent were in attendance at four sessions.

Materials, notably articles from current newspapers and reprints from professional
journals and other publications, were distributed at the workshop sessions. Appendix D contains
11
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copies of all of these handouts.

Note that the doctoral students liked the materials and

appreciated having them. These handouts on sexual harrassment were singled as excellent.

OUTCOMES
In this section, we will present data describing the impact of the program on participants,

based on their opinions and reactions. We will also summarize how the project wz.s continued
during

1993-94 year and into the subsequent (current) academic year--itself prima facie

evidence ch. its success in identifying and meeting the needs of women doctoral students.

Session Feedback. At the conclusion of each meeting, participants were asked to
complete a "one-minute evaluation" (see Appendix E) that asked them what about the day's

presentation was most useful and what they would change to make it more useful. Their
recommendations were seriously considered, and to the extent possible, the suggestions were
incorporated into the structure or content of future meetings. Following is a session-by-session
synopsis of the comments made by participants.

Session #1 participants particularly liked the practical information dealing with the
politics of systems and the hiring/tenure process, institutional organization and functions, tips
on starting a new position, getting and keeping an academic job, getting ahead in the academy,
and the specifics they received on teaching possibilities and tenure. They also enjoyed "hearing

from so many other women who are facing the same sort of problems" as they are.

In terms

of additions to the session and changes, participants wanted more discussion of the academic

12
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power structure, how to communicate with men, and institutional politics.

Session #2, presentation styles and classroom dynamics, was rated highly by the
participants because of all of the practical information and teaching tips. The group liked the
"specific ideas and strategies for developing a comprehensive teaching model for women," and
the precise suggestions for interacting with students. The participants suggested that more time
be allotted for discussion, particularly discussion about teaching techniques for women that max'

be different from those for men.

Session # 3, "Casting Coach", dealt with ethical, and personal and professional issues

related to sexual and gender harassment. The women who took part liked the concrete
information about and definition of sexual harassment and the openness of the discussion. The

handouts were singled out as particularly helpful, as was the discussion of how to deal with
sexual harassment and with the harasser. The participants suggested that there needs to be more

done with respect to "how to reach out to other women to combat the problem" and how to get
"this information disseminated".

Session #4 was on "Balancing Responsibilities." It got good reviews. Participants

appreciated the chance to "learn about different people's experiences", and to talk "about
juggling/balancing different professional and personal responsibilities", and "strategies for
extending professional networks" . There were no suggestions for changing this session, although

some respondents regretted that the discussion did not get into "personal stuff."

13
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Session # 5 was about "Academic Scholarship: The Curriculum" and was devoted to a

discussion of how to handle one's discipline with regard to gender, race, etc. Participants
specifically liked the presenters' suggestions for incorporating "gender, race, class and ethnicity

into the syllabus," and they also liked the idea of "how to introduce a non-traditional course to

a class", and how to "bring students actively into the learning process." They felt that this
session was "great, great, great. Good honest discussion."

Session # 6 on "Mentorship: Women Helping Women" was designed to

'-oduce the

topic of mentor-mentee relationships. The discussion about "the differences/benefits between

male and female mentors", and "balancing mentors--having different mente7s for different
needs," was noted as very useful. Participants wanted to talk more about "strategies that have

worked", arid about "the role of women as mentors, past, present; and future, in academia".
While mentoring was an important topic and generated lively discussion, participants tended to
find it confusing. There were "too many contradictions and mixed messages" and many "points

and questions raised by both the participants and members of this seminar were never resolved

or answered." Note that the group's interest in mentoring persisted and became a topic in the
project's continuation in 1994-95.

End-of-Program Survey.

After the sixth session, we sent a 4-page, 13-item

questionnaire to all of the participants. It purported to assess their reactions to and opinions

about the workshop program and to some other issues related to the program's goals and
content. A followup survey was sent to the non-respondents. (See Appendix F for a copy of the
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survey instrument.) The combined response rate of 81 percent for both mailings was high.

We tried but could not determine any similarities among the four non-respondents that

might relate to their not having returned the completed questionnaire. For example, they
represented different disciplines and differed in age, ethnicity, and life style. Interestingly, all
exhibited high levels of attendance (two had zero absences, while each of the other two had one
absence only.)

Overall, participants were generous in rating the program. More than 70 percent (71%)

felt that it was "very useful"; the other approximately 30 percent indicated that they found it
"somewhat useful". More than three out of four respondents (77%) felt that there was a good

balance between the emphasis on "women concerns" and on "pedagogy and teaching career
concerns." Almost 60 percent rated the program as "very enjoyable", while the remainder found
it to be "somewhat enjoyable." All would "recommend the seminar to a friend"--"In fact, I did"

-and most would do so without qualification (65%). Those who expressed some reservation
volunteered that the group was too large to permit everyone who wanted to to speak; that the

participants themselves (but not necessarily the group leaders) were overly concerned with
"consciousness raising"; and that the background of the participants was "too diverse." As we
will see below, the differences among participants was generally viewed as one of the program's
strengths.

Participants expressed their overall satisfaction in many ways. One student said that the

15
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experience "opened my eyes." Another person indicated that "although some of my responses

sound lukewarm, in fact, I got a lot out of the seminar and appreciate the opportunity to

participate." Still another young woman agreed that the seminar was "an eye opener" and
thanked the "organizers of the project." The very positive reactions are illustrated by the woman
who said:

"It's been so very helpful that I am somewhat sad that it's over! Thanks so much for
organizing this, for accepting me, and for getting the funding for this seminar series. I
frequently tell my boss [a University Dean] how helpful it is and how Aput iaiu diaL ail
this continue and expand. "

Several people, in-luding those who lauded the efforts of the staff, advisors, and
presenters, nevertheless had important recommendations for future programs, many of which
appear contradictory. These included the fact that, at times, the discussion was "too general" or
"too discipline-specific"; that the information/discussion was "too basic" and "very general"; and

that, as noted, the group was "too large". Overwhelmingly, however, the feeling was that the
seminar did indeed "offer the opportunity of dealing with issues of women in the academic world

from the perspective and experience of women that are in the academic world."

Specific questions pertained to format. With respect to the number of meetings, most

respondents (71%) thought that the six were "just enough"; 29 percent of the group felt that

there were "too few" meetings. As one participant said, "Any shorter, I would have felt
'cheated'. Any longer, I would have felt I shouldn't have committed the time." Similarly,
almost all of the respondents (94%) felt that the length of each session was "just about right",

with the remainder indicating that they were "too short."

16
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Approximately two-thirds of the

each session for everyone to
women who answered felt that, "yes, there was enough time at
voice her opinion," but three of the six people who said "no" indicated that the group was "too

large." We do not necessarily agree that it was the size of the group that was responsible for
people
the fact that some participants were very quiet. Rather, we hypothesize, that there are

who do not speak out in a group of any size but who, nevertheless, may have gotten something

out of the experience. In a similar vein, the respondents felt that the variation in participants'
experiences "added to the discussion" (100%), "made the discussion more interesting" (100c',':),

and "stimulated new ideas" (88%). A small percentage (12%) indicated that it may have "led
to too many diversions."

single most and the
The survey contained several questions about the curriculum: the
single least important topic; the most unexpected topic or discussion; the topic that needed more

discussion and the one that could have been eliminated or curtailed; and important topics that

may have been omitted.

Participants were also asked to briefly describe one new idea or

their responses, it is important to
concept they had learned about. In reading the description of
note that for every person who said something was the most

important topic, some other person

be taken as directive; they
listed the same topic as least important. Thus, these results cannot
are merely suggestive.

"the politics of the
The most important topic, mentioned by eight respondents was
academic system", including unspoken policies and the structure of the
was also mentioned by four people, and sexual

academic world. Tenure

harassment was singularly important to two other
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women. Also noted by one person each were "classroom dynamics", "balancing responsibilities",

and the "specifics of how to apply for a teaching position."

As noted, some of these same topics--e.g., balancing responsibilities, sexual harassment,

and mentoring--were also listed as the least important topics. Mentioned as well, as of lesser
importance, were Scholarship and the Curriculum and "playing dumb" (purposeful helplessness).

The most surprising or unexpected discussion centered on sexual harassment (4 respc:::..t.,),

presentation styles (2), mentoring, undesirable academic service tasks, and gender-related
curriculum/scholarship issues, among other things.

Participants asked for discussion or more discussion of mentoring (N=5), tenure and
academic politics (4), the curriculum and multiculturalism (2), job search strategies (2), and
sexual harassment (2) as well as developing a c.v. and specific classroom strategies for capturing

the attention of students. The women also indicated that they would like to talk more about

balancing responsibilities, negotiating conferences and professional meetings,- writing for
publication, and non-teaching academic careers. In contrast, they felt that the seminar overly

emphasized gender and the curriculum and the use (if any) of a purposeful helpless strategy.

When asked about one new idea or concept that they had learned about, participants listed

several, including: "that I'm not the only one", the demands of a tenure-track position, the
importance of a proactive approach, breaking students up into small groups for instructional

purposes, writing a letter to a sexual harasser or other person acting unfairly, the academic
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hierarchy, and how the tenure process works.

All respondents rated the presenters as "good" or "excellent". They felt that having two

presenters at each meetings was "reinforcing" and not "distracting", and that, in general, the
presenters worked "somewhat" or "very well" together.

The outcomes with respect to the impact of the program on the participants were ?icy

noteworthy. When asked about their level of interest in issues relating to women before the
seminar, everyone indicated that they were "somewhat" or "very" interested in these concerns;
after the seminar, an increasing number of respondents reported the highest level of interest, an

increase from 71 to 88 percent. They attributed this change to the "overall program"--to its
"general content" rather than to a "specific idea" or to the "influence of peers."

Before the seminar, a few participants said they were "not at all" or "not very involved"

in women's organizations/causes (18% and 12%, respectfully). However, the majority reported
that they were "somewhat" (47%) or "very" involved (12%) already. At the end of the project,

and as a result of it, more students indicated that they had become "more interested in a
discussion group" (before to after change from 24% to 77%); and more of them became "more
interested in affiliating with a professional group in their field" (from 29% to 65%). In contrast,

there was no change with respect to their interest in joining a "political" or "activist" group.

The single best indicator of the project's significant impact on the women students who
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took part in it was their desire to continue meeting beyond the original six sessions. This is
discussed below.

PROJECT CONTINUATION.
As the sessions progressed, the participants became increasingly interested in additional
meetings to talk about new topics and/or to extend earlier discussions. They were also committed

to carrying on the relationships, interactions, and the intellectual stimulation that haci peen
initiated.

Initially scheduled to end with the May 9, 1994 session on Mentorships (session #6),

project staff arranged for an additional meeting of the group on June 13, 1994, to talk about
"how to get a teaching position." Held at The Graduate School and University Center from 4:00

to 5:30 p.m., the discussion was led by Professor Sally O'Driscoll, a Graduate School and
University Center graduate who now teaches Comparative Literature at Fairfield University; and

Professor M. Anne Hill, who teaches Economics at Queens College/CUNY. The session was
well attended (N =17) and highly rated.

Also at this meeting, time was set aside for a discussion of ways to continue the program,

including various possibilities for funding it at a modest level (for postage, duplicating, etc.) It

was at this point that active leadership of the project was transferred from the project director
to the 5 to 7 most involved doctoral students, including the staff associate who is also a student.

As the program evolved, it fell primarily to one student and the project staff associate to
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coordinate the 1994-95 academic year activities. The project director continues in an advisory
role, also committing some resources to the project's continuation.

At the June meeting, the participants proposed topics for the next year: networking,
mentoring, writing a thesis proposal, presenting at conferences, writing for publication, grant

writing, and the academic power structure. Most of the topics were new, but as can be seen,
some were continuations of earlier conversations. Another planning meeting took place on

August 25, 1994 from 4:00-6:30 p.m. At this meeting, the agenda for 1994-95 underwent
revision, possible presenters were proposed, a group leader was nominated, and plans were
made to: (1) attempt to obtain some financial support for "OTPS" expenses (xeroxing, postage)

and for modest honoraria and/or travel expenses foi speakers from outside the CUNT' system;

and (2) review the program format, including whether we should maintain its exclusive
concentration on women as participants and as presenters, the meeting schedule, and other
administrative matters.

During the Fall of 1994, the curriculum was finalized and some presenters were contacted

(see Appendix G for the most recent agenda); meeting announcements were sent to all previous

participants and advisors; flyers were displayed on the bulletin boards of all 32 Ph.D. program
offices; announcements were inserted in the GSUC News, the biweekly newspaper listing events

of interest to the GSUC community; and contact was made and meetings held with several
GSUC administrators and with other GSUC groups and organizations.
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As noted, the project associate (and a co-author of this report) assumed responsibility for

the administrative aspects of the project while another doctoral student, a Ph.D. candidate in the

Theater Ph.D. program, took on the tasks of interacting with administLtors and others, with the

support and guidance of the project director. In the hope of obtaining some funds and other
resources to support the "Women PhD's and the Academy" Seminar Series
name

the group's new

she met with the Vice President for Student Affairs vnd the Assistant to the Vice

President; the DSC (Doctoral Student Council), the organization representing the interests or tne

doctoral students; the Center for the Study of Women and Society; the Women's Studies
Certificate Program; and the Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies (CLAGS). For a variety of

reasons, including the fact that the group decided to limit membership to women, thus far,
requests for funding have not been forthcoming.' At the time this report was written, we had
not yet explored other avenues of support.

The participants themselves are vocal and earnest about the reasons that this or similar
project needs to be continued.

"I am more confident about the 'lay of the land' in the teaching system".
"Fabulous - much needed program that I hope will continue and would recommend for
anyone."

"I am now more focused on 'getting that job'. Thanks!"
"I also think that the organization of the seminar, as well as the availability of resources

3 We estimate that, at a $100 honorarium for each of 7 presenters, the program will need
at most, on an annual basis, a budget of from $1,000 to $1,200 for out-of-pocket expenses,
exclusive of any support for the time of the student leader.
22
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and documentation offered to us was a remarkable asset. This was a very good way of
making us feel comfortable and welcomed."

"I expect that our new knowledge and goal to be a college teacher [a result of the
seminar] will help to facilitate the way for other women to come."

"Personally, I feel less isolated as I struggle through the final stages of earning a
doctorate.... So many others expressed the same frustrations, concerns, and experiences

that I can no longer feel 'it-must-be-me'."

"I also feel more committed as a woman to being fairly included into shal Jig the
academy... and entering the 21th century..."
"I feel more confident about making choices... about choosing my battles -- which things
to pursue, which things to let go."

"... some of my answers [on the questionnaire] may sound iffy, but in fact I got a lot out
of the seminar and appreciated the opportunity to participate. I hope you will be able to
continue."

"The seminar came at a good time for me ... reminding me how much we can get from
each other, and that we're not just isolated fighting our individual battles..."
"I actually feel that this seminar has given me confidence ... to change my [self-effacing]

attitude and realize I'm just as good as others. Also, I've got to learn to stop my own
tentativeness before it squashes me! Thank you for organizing the seminar. It opened
my eyes!"

"... valuable for keeping things in perspective."
"Thanks for bringing this project into my life!"

"... I have thoroughly enjoyed [the bibliography.]"
"Thank you for all your hard work in putting this wonderful program together."
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SPECIAL SEMINAR SERIES ON COLLEGE TEACHING
FOR CUNY'S WOMEN Ph.D. STUDENTS

WHAT?
A special seminar series for women Ph.D. students, addressing gender-related issues in
completing degree requirements and in getting, keeping, and progressing in a college teaching
position.

WHEN?
Spring semester, 1994

Six (6) seminar meetings, date/time TBA

WHERE?
The Graduate School and University Center

TO FILE AN APPLICATION
Applications may be obtained in Room 300N (25 West 43 Street) or by calling 212/642-2910.

Open to all women students; preference will be given to women in disciplines in which
women have traditionally been underrepresented.

Application deadline, December 31, 1993.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call Barbara R. Heller or Adele Balm at 212/642-2910 or write: CASE, the Center for
Advanced Study in Education, Room 300N, 25 West 43 Street, New York, NY 10036.

Sponsored By:
The Center for Advanced Study in Education ,CASE), The Graduate School and University

Center, with a grant from The Women's Research and Development Fund, The City
University of New York.
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APPENDIX C
TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANTS' BACKGROUND

C1

SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANTS' BACKGROUND
Ph.D. Program
Political Science
Theatre, Linguistics, Business
History, Art History, Anthropology,
Electrical Engineering, Social Personality,
Physics, Criminal Justice, Biopsychology,
Computer Science, Comparative Literature

3 or more students
2 students
1 student

Year of Birth

1940 - 49

3

59
69
79

6
7
2

1950
1960
1970

Undergraduate Co lion
16.7%
83.3%

CUNY
non-CUNY

NY State
out-of-State

- 42.9%
57.1%

Graduate Degree

72.2%
27.8%

Yes
No

Teaching Experience
Yes

77.8%

No

22.2%

College Level - 71.4%
High School - 28.6%

Level

II
III

11.1%
27.8%
61.1%
C2
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The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Graduate Center 33 West 42 Street. New York. N Y 10036

PREPARING WOMEN DOCTORAL STUDENTS FOR A COLLEGE TEACHLNG
CAREER
Suggested Readings
Balancing Responsibilities

Crosby. Faye J. (1991).

Presentation Styles

Juggling: The unexpected advantages of balancing career and
home for women and their families. New York: Free Press.

Classroom Dynamics

Culler. Margo & Portuges. Catherine (1985). Gendered Subjects: The dynamics of feminist
teachine.
Academic Scholarship: The Curriculum

Teaching science and health from a feminist perspective.
New York: Peraamon Press.
Bronstein. Patricia A. & Quina, Katryn (1988). Teaching a psychology of people.
Washington. D.C.: American Psychological Association.

Rosser. Sue V. (1986).

Politics of Systems

American Psychological Association's Committee on Women in Psychology (1992). Survival
guide to academia for women and ethnic minorities.
Washington. D.C.: APA.
The Casting Couch

Paludi, Michele A. (1990). Ivory power: Sexual harassment on campus. Albany, New York,
SUNY Press.
Paludi. Michele A. & Barickman, Richard B. (1991). Academic and workplace sexual
harassment: A resource manual. Albany, New York: SUNY
Press.

84

Mentorships: Women Helping Women

O'Leary, Virginia E. & Mitchell, Judith M. (1990). Women connecting with women:
networks and mentors in the United States. In Suzanne S. Lie &
Virginia E. O':Leary (Eds.), Storming the tower: Women in the
academic world. London: Kogan Page.
Miscellaneous

Katz, Montana & Vie land, Veronica (1993, 2nd Edition). Get Smart! New York, The
Feminist Press at The City University of New York.

Study Finds Boys Receive 75%
Of New Science Scholarships
\to

By MICHAEL WINERIP

Three-fourths of the college schol-

overturned New York State's Regent

received the scholarship money,

method for selecting scholarship win-

arships in a new Federal program scholarship program as biased
intended to encourage students to go against females because it relied
into mathematics, science or engi- solely on the S.A.T. Using only the
neering have been awarded to boys, S.A.T.. 57 percent of the Regents
according to a study released today scholarships went to boys, though
by a research and advocacy group boys accounted for only 47 percent of
the test takers.
based in Cambridge, Mass.
New York State then changed its
A total of 352 boys and 84 girls
which totaled $2.2 million, in the 1953-

ners, taking into account grades as

94 academic year, said the organiza- well. In 1990, for the first time in the
tion, the National Center for Fair and Regents program, a majority of
scholarships went to girls.
Open Testing.
Under the sciences academy proThe $4,000 annual scholarships
from the National Academy for Sci- gram, a scholarship is awarded to at

ence, Space and Technology were least one student in each Congresawarded solely on the basis of high sional district.
school students' performance on a
standardized test, the American College Testing Program Assessment.

The fair-testing center maintains
that these standardized tests are biased against women and that awarding scholarships without taking into
account other academic measures
like grades further discourages girls
from entering the sciences. On an
average, males score 1.2 points high' er on a 36-point scale than females on.
the ACT math section, which was the

major determinant for the scholarships.

A Congressional Mandate
An official with the sciences academy said that in passing the legislation Congress had mandated that the
scholarships be awarded solely on the
results of a standardized test.
Officials at the academy wanted to

make the scholars .ps available to

students who took the Scholastic Assessment Test, or S.A.T., the largest
college entrance examination, but the
College Board, which administers the

S.A.T., refused to take part in the

program.
Ray Nicosia, a spokesman for the
board, said officials did not believe
(that scholarships should be distributiod solely on the basis of standardized
test results.

In 1989, a Federal district Judge
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Women in Law
Lifting the Glass Ceiling?
tiN CYNTHIA FUCHS EPSTEIN

National Law Journal noted how "almost out
of nowhere, women's issuesand their dis-

sections of the myriad forms of gender
biasare suddenly dominating local bar
) OMEN I.AV'YERc WERE VER) vISIBI.L DURING 1H:

Wlast presidential campaign. Two in particular
i reflected considerable ambivalence on the part of
the American public because of their profession. al and private roles as \yell as their political ideas.
1

There was Hillary Rodham Clinton. wife of the Democratic
candidate, a partner in a Little Rock law firm, and a known
activist for children's rights; and Marilyn Quayle, wife of the

magazines and newsletters, scholarly journals, and even the age- da at the American

Bar Association's annual meeting...." We
now see women lawyers demonstrating
skill. shrewdness, morality, and ruthlessness
like men in television series such as L.A.
Law In newspapers and magazines we read

of the striking accomplishments of individ-

Vice-President, who retired from active practice to become an
unpaid political advisor to her husband. and during his term of
office. a volunteer worker for hurricane relief. These women

ual women, but also of the pressures women
face in professional roles.

were portrayed as having made dichotomous choices: the
"career women" and the "stay-at-h,,me helpmate," although

have been registered about how much the situa-

each view was an incomplete caricature.

The approval and disapproval ratines for the life courses
chosen by these women and other women lawyers active in
professional life as attorneys in private practice. for the government, in corporations and political life, and those who have
left public roles, reflects continuing judgment about women's
assumption of multiple roles. I reported on some of these in a
book, Women in Law, almost a decade ago. The book discussed

research I had done on the obstacles women faced in being
accepted as professional colleagues in a profession long known
to be discriminatory, and on the problems women faced juggling careers and family and confronting traditional stereotypes. Preparing an epilogue for the republication of this book
by the University of Illinois Press, I have sought to note the

Varied and often conflicting impressions

tion of women attorneys has changed. Some
observers believe there are no longer any restrictions on women's attainment in the profession and
that the differences remaining between the sexes are
due to "natural causes" like women's physiology and
their psychological preferences. Others have become aware

of the many cultural and structural barriers women face
when they attempt to pursue the professional goals men do.

While support for the growth in the participation of
women in law comes from a generally liberal, equalitarian tradition, conservative elements continue to fault women for
choosing work commitments that compete with their family
roles. Many progressives want women to enter the legal profes-

sion in the hope they will transform it. On the other hand,
there are feminists who, fearing that women will themselves be

changed, do not see a gain in their absorption into the most
aggressive profit-oriented spheres of the lawparticularly in
the large and prestigious firms that represmt the highest level

positive changes that have occurred in the past decade and the
continued resistance to change that women lawyers face, as
they have increased in number and gained visibility in sockry.
In the ten years since 1 last reviewed women's progress,

of success.

Clearly. the question of how well women are doing in the
law and how fir they have come depends, at least in part. on
the perspective, values, and philosophy of the observer. I have
been a professional witness of change in this profession. My
research began 25 years ago when there was a broad feminist

women lawyers have been the focus of discussions in the
media, law schools, and courtrooms. Five Years ago the
CYNTHIA FUCHS EPSTEIN u a Dunquohed Professor of Soczoiog, at Thc
Graduate School
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consensus on the goal of full participation of women in law. I
believe that it is important to assess progress toward this goal
in terms that have meaning both within the profession and the
larger society.

The most visible and gross manifestations of discrimina-.

tion against women in the law began to subside
the end of
the 1960s, and tke rapid growth of the legal profession in the
'70s provided favorab/e conditions for their inclusion. especially with the progressive dismantling of educational barriers. At

D6

the beginning of the '80s, women represented about -10 percent of law school students, a proportion that increased slightly
over the decade. This means that women were well on their
way to becoming a sizeable percentage of the pool of younger
lawyers. BY 1990 women could be found in most specialties of
law and in most types Jf practices. As before, their patterns of
employment are somewhat different from men's. but these patterns are also different from those of women in the past. A

large proportion of women attorneys now work for large
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"Women are no strangers to
firmsformed% forbidden
territoryalthough at a rate

'double bind' sftuations in which

lower than men. V'omen now
make up more than a quarter

they are faulted for appearing

make. That means that in
large firms in major cities
some women partners are
making six-figure salaries

too feminine (say; smiling too

over half a million dollars in
some cases. But women make

much) on the one hand, and for a

ranks they may have fewer

of all the lawyers at the top
251 U.S. law firms and 11.2
percent of the partners (up
from 3.5 percent in 1981).
They are a presence in spheres

in which. only one professional generation earlier. no

women at all were seen
especially in corporate. litigation. and appeals work.

demeanor not regarded as

feminine enough on the other."

less than men on average
because even at the same
clients or seniority and generally they cluster in lower-r,2ing specialties. as do minorities.

Legal action has contin-

ued to he important in the

As for the Judiciary. the most recent available survey
'made in 1985 by the Fund for Nlodern Courtsi indicates that
somewhat more than seven percent of state and federal judges
are women. The limited number of women and minorities on
the bench tends to he a reflection of these groups politica!

'80s and '90s in breaking down barriers to women's advancemcnt in the profession. A case brought by Elizabeth Hishon
against a prestigious Atlanta law firm in whicl- she had worked
as an associate for seven years before being rejected for partner-

ship proved to be a landmark. In May 198-I the Supreme

power. In another realm of the juciiciary. the prestigious

Court ruled. in a decision by Chief Justice Warreri Burger. that

Supreme Court clerkships. women are doing rather better. In
1987. women actually won more clerkships than men. for the
fifth consecutive year. It was clear tnat these numbers went

Title Vi I of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was applicable to
partnership decisions. In essence. it put lass firms on notice

beyond tokenism when one woman clerk. Anna Durand.
could report: -Throughout my education i have been invoked
in classes and activities where men significantly outnumbered
women. It wasn't until I clerked for Justice Blackmun that I
was in a setting where there was a more equal balance between
women and men. and realized how pleasant dna can be.' it
remains to be seen whether the proportion of women clerks
will continue to he high with the consolidation of conservanse
members on the high court.
In the 1990s it is now no longer unusual to find women
squared off against each other in a courtroom, as defense attorney and prosecuting attorney; sometimes these cases arc presided over by a woman judge. Mans' women attorneys represent
women clients in sex discrimination suits and divorce actions.
but they also defend business clients sued for sex discrimination and many now take cases of men in divorce and custody
suits. There arc no statistics on just how many women can be
found on these various "sides," and although many women
choose cases according to feminist or other ideological principles. others take cases where the work is. Like male lawyers.
they assert that all sides have a right to representation, and they
arc doing the "right" thing as long as they act in accordance
with professional norms. But whomever they represent, they
are seen to range in personal style in court, on a continuum

from a 'white gloves" approach to "pit bulls.- as son' colleagues have characterized them. As for salaries, women in the
same kinds of practice as men. and at the same levels, are now

making 90 percent or more of what their male colleagues
Z4
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that meir partnership decisions must he well reasoned and fair.
Associate Justice Lewis Powell wrote in a concurring opinion
that 'neither race nor sex is relevant- in partnership decisions.
A new norm had been set.
But what exactly constitutes discrimination? Women are

no strangers to "double hind" situations in which they are
faulted for appearing too feminine ,say. smiling too much) on
the one hand, and for a demeanor not regarded as feminine
enough. on the other. The consequences of "informal" evaluations of a woman's femininity were scrutinized by the Supreme
Court in 1989, in the case of Price-Waterhouse v. Hopki;o.
Hopkins. an accountant who had been turned down for a partnership by a "Big 8" accounting firm, claimed she was discriminated against because she did not conform to stereotyped feminine patterns of behavior; the sort of assertive behav,or that
would be viewed as acceptable for a man, she submitted, was
considered offensive for her. As one member of the firm put it.
her problems would be solved if she would "walk more femininely, wear make-up. have her hair styled, and wear jewelry."

The justices were split 5-4 in the assessment. The majority
opinion stated "it takes no special training to discern sexstereotping in a description of an aggressive female employee
as requiring 'a course at charm school' jas one partner in the
firm had told her," and "if an employee's flawed interpersonal
skills can he corrected by a soft -hued suit, or a new shade of
lipstick perhaps it is the employee's sex and not her interper-

sonal skills that has drawn criticism." Ultimateh., Hopkins
reached a settlement with Price-Waterhouse giving her partnership as a result of the litigation.
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"There is little question
There is little question
that women still face a "glass

ceiling" that prevents them
from rising to the very top of
the legal profession. as they
do in other male-dominated

that women still face
a 'glass ceiling' that prevents

theorist who played an
active role in attempting to
devise a pornography ban to

Minneapolis, visited on
many faculties for years

them from rising to the very

before obtaining a tenured

ners has increased. few make

top of the legal profession,

it to the top executive committees of their firms.

as they do in other

of Michigan Law School in
1939. Martha Fineman. an
authority on family law and
a convener of yearly confer-

Moreover, the progress of
women of different back-

male-dominated occupations."

occupations. Though the
proportion of women part-

appointment at the University

ences on Women and the
Law. left one highly regard-

ed faculty. Wisconsin. for

grounds. ethnic groups, and
races is uneven. In 1989 there were 23.195 partners in the top
250 law firms in this country: 170 of them were black men
and only .40. back women. In 1902 there were 287 minority
partners (including black, Hispanic and .-'xsiani.There is con-

another. Columbia. in 1990. Many women law professors
have been invited to -visit- top-tier law schools. presumably so they can be looked over as a preliminary to being
offered an appointment.

siderable variation :n acceptance of women and minority

The increase in the number of women students and facul-

members by firms in different regions. altHugh ranking shifts
over time. Ranked at the to of the list for equal opportunits
in a 1989 .Vzr:onai Lau. lotonal survey were Los Angeles.
Washington, \co.v York. Atlanta, Philadelphia. and Chicago.
Ranked below average were Houston. Dallas, San Francisco,
and Cleveland. But Boston moved upward by 1092 as did San

ty would seem to be a good indicator of the growing (but

Francisco. and both cities ranked at the top in numbers of
women associates and partners.

On law school faculties, there has been a substantial
increase in the number of women professors over the past
decade. This is true even at the most prestigious schools.
although they lagged somewhat behind the national average. A
study for the Society of American Lass Teachers conducted by
Professor Richard Chused found that overall, full-time female
law faculty members increased from 13.5 percent in the 1`98°81 academic year to 24 percent at the end of the decade. In six
of the top schoolsHarvard, Yale. Stanford, the University of

Virginia, Chicago, and Michigana disproportionate number
of women faculty were teaching courses on sex discrimination.

family law, and other subspecialties associated with women.
but they also taught insurance law, ethics. tax. and other -gender-neutral" sublects. The Chused study concluded that about
one-fifth of the law schools accredited by the Association of
American Lass Schools arc not moving at an appropriate pace
to add women to their regular teaching staffs. and that slightly
less than rwotitths of -high prestige' law schools -are signiticandy behind the national page ... and some schools are deny
ing tenure to women at disproportionate rates
Some women law professors whose feminist perspectives and work would not hale been recognized in the profession in decades past have now been appointed to faculties
of high prestige. Catherine MacKinnon. a Marxist feminist
D8

sometimes grudging) acceptance of sornen in the profession.
But the good news is balanced by some bad news. Although
mans more women are appointed to law faculties. their reteniT:
tion is another matter. Certainly the tenure quesoon is
cult one. A good proportion of women law faculty are on nontenure tracks, many of them in contract legal writing positions
pattern. In
that have created a new kind or -women's
some cases. tenure decisions have involved contentious arguments within faculties about the basis for fair assessment of
candidates. Heightened consciousness about the process has
been engendered by a number of highly publicized cases in
which tenure was granted or denied atter such disagreements.
Of course. the more women represented on law school

committeesparticularly tenure committeesthe better. presumably. the chances are for younger women to win a sympa-

thetic hearing. This is especially true when the candidate's
work centers on "women's issues,- regarded by some male law
professors as outside the traditional areas of law. The support

tenured women faculty offer to their younger women colleagues is sometimes viewed cynically by their male colleagues.

One male colleague of a woman faculty member at a prestigious law school described her work on the hiring committee
to me in this way: "She hasn't encountered a woman, she didn't
think well of." It is probably true that many women faculty go
our of their way to be responsive and open-minded about the
women recruits who come before them. But they are certainly
not of one mindideologically or otherwiseand can evaluate as stringently as men.

The problems women law professors face arc not only
posed by their colleagues. They often encounter critical behar.
ior from their students as well. Testimony of about 60 witness-
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The argument is made that
es presented to an ABA
Commission on Women in

women's 'differences' mean they will

colleagues feel comfortable
relating to)." A major study

subordinate ambition to family

on sexism in the courts
of New York found that

the Profession in Iebruars of

1988 (chaired b) Hi liar,
Rodham Clinton) recounted

women lawyers, clients. and

numerous examples of hos-ihty from male students, includ-

obligationsand will seek mediative

judges face a range of discriminatory treatment that

ing bathroom graffiti and

styles of workunless, that is, they

undermines both their dignity and their access to justice.
concluding that "women are
uniquely. disproportionate's.

--

poor classroom evaluationssome because women do not

conform to the -Profess();
Ningsfieid- model popularIzed by Ti,e Pa.per Cha.,c This

act contrary to their nature and

V 1(11

adopt the male model."

and other issues were raised
when Harvard's Derrick Bell. J tenured ka...k law professor.
took an unpaid lease of absence to proles; the facultys failure
to appoint a tenured black female professoi. sasin, nc ssouis1
return only when one was appointed. (He has since been let go
by Harvard., At the time Regina Austin. a 'Piaci; woman am.:
tenured professor at the University of Pennsylvania. was visaing Harvard Lass School and was probably being considered as
a candidate. Five hundred students turned out for a rally a:
which Bell announced his plan. and there were rwo overnigh;
student sit-ins in the office of the dear, of the lass school. Fu:
the students were no: of one mind. Some complained ahot.::
Austin's teaching :tyie and charged that she had shown
favoritism toward minority students and women.- One site
dent opined that "she's teaching more sociology than law. The
first of these commen:. reflects little understanding of the fact
that women and blacks rarely were recognized in class in the

past. As for the second commenthardly pejorative to my
mindAustin. like mans other legal scholars today. is simply
attempting to place law into its social context, which probabl)
constitutes an important advance in i;:gal analysis.

ONSIDERING THE BARRIERS FACING WOMEN LAWYER5

in past decades, the recent changes in the legal
profession are extraordinary. Yet critical scrutiny

continues to uncover pervasive resistance to
women in law and has brought it to the attention of members of the profession. including many women
attorneys who in prior generations were either oblivious to or
mien( about the conditions that underlay their problems. The
ABA Commission on Women in the Profession. mentioned
earlier. issued a report noting that "Witnesses expressed their

belief that women must still work harder and he better titan
men in order to he recognised and succeed.... Individuals also
testified that women walk a fine line between being regarded as
too feminine (and thus not tough, lawyerlike. or smart) or too

tough and thus unfeminine or not the kind of women male
26

thesis

quency made to endure a climate of condescension. inciirl

ference, and hostilip.The ways in which gender is made salient in the le-al prois in other sectors of society, are myriad. Although
fession,
both men and women are sensitise to obiective forms of discrimination. the belief that the sexes possess different attributes
has consequeoces for their interactions in the professional set
ring. Most stereotypes that in the pact defined women as Intellectually incompetent to engage in legal work have been dispelled. Yet today the debate regarding men's and women s emo-

tional and moral make-up continues NlanY references has,
been made in the past decade to a "male mode!" of organi,:ation and bell:mot that prescribed hard-driving ambition and
dispassionate adherence to a -bottom line.- Men are supposed
to he comfortable with this model. but women are believed to
be both temperamentally unsuited to it and unable to conform

to it owing to tneir obligations as mothers and wives. The
argument is made that women's -differences- mean they will
subordinate ambition to family obligations and will sesk
mediative styles of workunless. that Is. they act contrary to
their nature and adopt the male model. These simplistic arguments do not reflect the wide range of attitudes women bring
to the lass and the impact of exclusionary practices on their
ambitions and behavior.
It is important to notice that the progress in women's participation in the legal profession has occurred mostly in times
of economic prosperity. The beginning of the 1990s marked a
downturn in the economy that may have a serious dampening
effect on future gains. From 1980 to 1990 almost all large lass.
firms increased ir, size, and man of the new lawyers hired were
women. But if the start of the present decade is any indication.
lass. firms in the '90s will he competing in a no-growth or possib' s. recessionary environment. Firms w... hire fewer lawyers
and he more particular about partnership decisions. The eco-

nomic situation might not only have an impact on women's
advancement in the large firms. but also in the firms receptiveness toward special arrangements such as flexible schedules and

part -time work for parents. One can only hope that because
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"My own analysis
many women lawyers have
proven their capabilities, their
firms will nonetheless institutionalize the policies they ini-

tiated in the '80s to meet the
demands of women and sympathetic men.

and because of the high

to the cultural and social

investment made in them.
Many observers think that

factors that prevent women
from encroaching on

F THE 19-0S AND

I

early '80s were
a time of subtle

most talented professionals

tends to give greater weight

the domains men claim

as their own..."

revolution, with
women increasingly accepted into the male domains of the elite professions,
the mid '80s and early '90s have been a time of consolidation.

What will happen in the rest of this decade :s far from clear.
Law represents a continuing preferred option for a large percentage of able womcn college graduates, and law school class-

es have moved toward equal representation of men and
women. Entering croups of associates in :arge :isms similarly
have had large percentages of women. and the. are well repre-

sented in many otter diverse spheres of practiceas government attorneys. corporate counscis. and :n me judiciary.
But although a few women have reached the top level of

the professionas partners in large firms. as federal court
judges (tnclud,ne one Supreme Court justice). and as professors in law schoolsthere remains a -glass ceiling' that differentiates women from men in their representation in the :oust
prestigious positions in the lass. This has been attributed to
women's own preferences, their family obligations. their lack of
taste for power. and to residual discriminatory practices in the
legal establishment. My own analysis tends to give greater
weight to the cultural and social factors chat prevent women
from encroaching on the domains men claim as their own,
although I agree that some women do willingly accept conventional role assignments keeping them in professional positions
beneath the most coveted level. For many women, the opportunity to do fulfilling professional work. even below the top
rank, and to have a family life is a combination that provides
satisfactions that were not possible for their mothers or elder
sisters' generation. But much of legal praciicc is performed
context not hospitable to the integration of family and profesa situation that men as well as women find
sional life. It
increasingly distressing, especially since mans. men are married

to women who expect and demand equality in the home. and
because the men themselves wish to have more oalanced hss.
Still, the legal profession has changed. as have the men
and women who practice lass The professions accommodations to the needs of families is very much lo its interest. considering that women constitute a growing proportion of the
1)10

the changes have been dove

in coming and grudgingly

conceded; and, as I have
mentioned, there are concerns that ti ^ c.:7-cht

nomic downturn could
diminish them.

Do women make a difference in the lass? As more

women become decision

makers within the profession, they have been able to make
many important issues visible and insist that they be addressed.
The activity of women in changing the conditions of employment in law is only one area in which they have made a difference. Those women who have chosen law as a tool to achieve

social change have also been effectise. .'slany substantive
changes in the law can be attributed to the consciousness of
attorneys and the judiciary being heightened as a result of discuss.on in the profession activated by women within it. One of
the more radical has been the reassessment of me WIC of the
reasonable man." long a standard for measuring legal responsibility. Two federal court decisions in 1991 put forward a ncr.y
standard, that of the -reasonable woman.- in cases determining
whether the atmosphere in a place of work was "pervasively
hostile. offensive. or abusive. inflicting sexual harassment on a
woman worker.- This sensitivity to the problems women face
in society and the need for legal institutions to recognize them

in order to achieve justice has come about because of the
endeavors of women legal thinkers and practitioners. Women
attorneys and law professors have also worked on issues that
were not even part of legal discussion a generation ago, such as
surrogate parenting. fetal tissue transplantation. and reproduc
tive rights.

Yet, as in the past. women legal practitioners cannot be
depended on to lend unanimous support to "women's issues.

As there are always attorneys on opposing sides of issues.
there are women judges who may be found on opposite sides
of soil contentious questions as women's right to choose

abortion. sexual harassment, and sex discrimination in
employment. Perhaps this is a function of the "normalization- rather than co-optation of women by the system. One
thing. hossever, is clear: As we have assessed womens palm Ipation in the legal profession. we have seen that law has prosided the arena for one of the most extraordinary social
experiments of the last century, marking women's capacity to

prove themselves able intellects and workers at the highest
professional level.
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Asian-American Women Struggling
To Move Past Cultural Expectations
they feel not only to their parents, but
to their parents' cultural values. And
even as they strive for independence,
they confront a society that often type.
casts Asian-American women as meek
and submissive, as good workers but
bad managers. It is a stereotype that
all Asian-American's face, says Dr. Nishi, but one that is particularly strong
for women.
In every aspect of her life, says Helen Lee, the daughter of Korean immigrants, she has to work through the
often conflicting ambitions. When she
told her parents she was dropping her
medical studies to become a minister,

When Jennifer Ng, who immigrated
from Hong Kong as a child, was growing up in Manhattan, she said she believed she would never meet the expectations of her parents or society.

Her parents expected her to study
hard, choose a safe, lucrative career,
stay near Chinatown, marry and take
care of the family. Society, she said,
type-cast her as passive and industrious.

But even as Ms. Ng (pronounced
1NG) tried to meet these goals, she
found herself doing other things. She
boarded at Barnard College in upper
Manhattan, rather than commute from

they could not understand why she
wanted to pursue a field with such

home in Chinatown, as her family
wished. Now 27, she is an investment
consultant for Citibank, but she is also
considering whether to apply to a business graduate school, even though she
said her mother believed her energies

uncertain prospects. She and her par-

ents did not speak for more than a
month, she said.

"A lot of things you learn at home.

would be better spent looking for a

you carry with you," said Ms. Lee, who
said she has reconciled with her par-

husband.

ents. "I was raised with one set of

Discrimination and Isolation
"She tells me: 'You better stop being

values and living in a world with another set."

so independent, so outgoing,' " said Ms.

Ng, who left Hong Kong in

For one thing, she is 24 years old and

1973.

" 'That's why you have a problem find-

ing a husband. This is the type of
woman you should be: you should be
very quiet and not express your opinions.'

For people coming to the United

States, culture clash is common. But
racial discrimination often isolates
Asian-Americans to a greater extent
than other ethnic groups, say experts
in Asian-American studies.
"No matter how hard you try, you

can't blend in as someone of EuroAmerican heritage can," Said Shirley
Hune, associate dean of the graduate
division of the University of California
at Los Angeles. While immigrants of
other ethnic groups typically assimilate by the second generation, Dr. Hune

said, Asian-Americans whose families
have been here three to five generations still get asked: "Were you born
here?" and "Do you speak English?"
In the face of such isolation, Asian-

Americans often retain a traditional
emphasis on the family and the collective unit, which heightens the cultural
conflict, said Dr. Setsuko Matsunaga
Nishi, professor of sociology at Brooklyn College and the Graduate School of

Scoii Robinson for The Nev. York Times

"When you're a hyphenated
American, you are kind of creating your own rules," said Yvette
Herrera, the daughter of Filipino
immigrants and president of the
Asian Pacific Women's Network,
a resource group in Los Angeles.

still single, a subject of humor for her
parents but ::so growing concern.
Cultural Tensions
"They're more worried that I won't
get married at all," said Ms. Lee, who
is studying for her masters' degree in
interdisciplinary studies, in communications and theology at Wheaton College in Illinois. "Twenty-five is the
witching age for Korean women."
Ms. Lee's description of her struggles was echoed by other women inter-

viewed. They say their parents want
This tradition helps keep alive spe- them to be trailblazers, yet specify the
cific sexual roles and values, and that age a woman should be married, hi"'
puts distinctive pressure on Asian- much education she should have and
American women, said Dr. Peter what career she should pursue to allow
Kwong, director of Asian-American enough time for husband and family.
Studies at Hunter College.
While every woman's experience is
"The female role is to structure this different, these kinds of cultural tenfamily, and to maintain this family in sions are most strongly felt by firstterms of income, be responsible for the and second-generation Asian-Americhildren's education," Dr. Kwong said. cans and tend to dissipate the longer a ,
"It means subsuming your own ambi- family has been in the United States,
tions and career for the family good. especially as the family income level
Because that's the way it's been tradi- rises, experts said.
tionally, parents try to teach the kids.
"A young Vietnamese immigrant
And that causes tremendous tension woman would be put last in order in
for the younger generation."
terms of financing her education; that
In interviews with 18 women of Asian is, she could be expected to quit school

the City University of New York. descent around the country, the women if her younger brother came of college
"Even though they may not be taught spoke of feeling torn between relucin a conscious way, the socialization we tance to take on traditional roles and
undergo is such that we might feel guilt over rejecting them, between the
guilty or ashamed if we don't fulfill sense of independence American society offers and the sense of obligation
those roles," she said.

-/
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age" and the family could not afford to
have two children in a university, said

Dr. Audrey Yamagata-Noji, dean of
student development at Rancho Santiago College in Santa Ana, Calif. But, he
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added, for a Chinese-American tamuy the family home.

who had been in the United States

"Getting their own place is a huge

longer, the distinction between educat- deal, and these women have graduated
ing a daughter or a son would not be as from college, have their own careers,"
great, especially if the family could said Ms. Herrera, the daughter of Filipino immigrants, who lives with her
afford to educate both.
Analysis of 1990 census figures show husband in Burbank. "They are in their
that 4.6 million Asian-Americans are late 20's and early 30's."
foreign born, said Jeffrey Passel, a
Tensions With Parents
demographer with the Urban Institute
Ms.
Herrera
says her own tensions
in Washington, a research group. Along

with the 2.7 million American born, with her parents have ebbed as she
Asian-Americans are the country's grew older and staked out her own

fastest-growing minority group, mak- identity.
"When you're a hyphenated Ameriing up about 3 percent of the populacan, you are kind of creating your own
tion, double the proportion in 1980.
As more women of Asian heritage rules," she said. "You're somewhere in
pursue higher education and profes- the middle."
For Ms. Ng, the investment consultsional careers, they find themselves
wrestling with similar issues, Dr. ant, the cultural struggle was epitomized in fights with her parents over
Kwong said.
Clinging to Old Values

The women, tie added, are making

different choices than those of their
mothers, many of whom came to the
mniied stAreQ In curdy in the 1950's or

1960's and opted for marriage and
motherhood, rather than careers.
Paradoxically, the parents' attitudes
often contrast with the social change

occurring in Asia, said Elaine Kim, a
professor of literature at the University of California at Berkeley and the

leaving Chinatown. She recalls that she

had to leave Barnard College every

The conflict of
discarding
parents' values.

1 author of "Asian American Literature: weekend during her first year there to
IAn Introduction to the Writings and return to Chinatown, where she worked
, Their Social Context" (Temple, 1984). in a garment factory alongside her
Dr. Kim said, for example, that some mother.
The visits dwindled in her second
parents still disapprove of their daughters hugging or kissing in public, be- year at college, as she explored new
cause that is the way it was in Korea in ideas and cultures. Even so, Ms Ng
1

returned home after she graduated.

1952.

I

Isolated in America, they do not real- Her parents needed her income to get
ize "it's totally changed in Korea, at by, she said, and she had been taught
that she had an obligation to take care
least in the cities," Dr. Kim said.

a

Preferential treatment for males of her family.
But she has consciously discarded
can linger in subtle forms in Asian

families, says Gay Wong, a professor of other values her parents brought from

education at California State Universi- China, Ms Ng says, especially those
concerning women.
ty at Los Angeles.
She said her mother would tell her
"You see families here now in the
United States with American-born chil- that liveliness and ambition, both e
dren, and the sons are still the inheri- which Ms. Ng has in abundance, are not
tors of the property," Dr. Wong said. appropriate for a woman. Her mother,
"You see in-laws baby-sitting the son's she said, even told her she wished she
children, not the daughter's children." had been born a boy.

"'Why couldn't you be the boy ?'"
Yvette Herrera, president of the
Asian Pacific Women's Network, a she recalls her mother saying "'You
nonprofit resource group based in Los have the perfect personality to be a
Angeles, said board members fre- boy.' "
Her mother, Ms. Ng noted, says that
quently discuss the significance given
to such simple things as moving out of about herself as well.
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"I was raised with one set of values and living in a world with anothei
set," said Helen Lee, whose parents, Chin and Kum, rear, are Korean
immigrants. They did not speak for a month when Ms. Lee announced
plans to be a minister. "They're more worried that I won't get nutrriell."
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Data File
Average Salaries Of Full-Time Postsecondary Instructors,
1981-82 To 1991-92, In Curientpollars
Academic rank

1981.8$

1985.86

Public four -year

institutions

1987.88

:, ...
$87,840

1969-90

-

1990.91

199142

$44,510

$45,638

-56,658
42,742
35.520
26,134
29,956
32,349

57,947
43,778

.

WA"

$96 ,615

$34,033

34,080
25,975
21,201
16,764
19,121
21,081

43,044
32,642
27,100
20,896
23,862
25,142

47,917
36,272
30,037
22,637
26,057
27,195

53,870
40,663
33,765
24,820
28,66o
30,975

Sex
Men
Women

27,880
22,470

35,786
28,680

39,898
31,820

44,834
35,704

47,168
37,573

48,401
38,634

Public two-year
institutions

Academic rank
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Instructor
Lecturer
No academic rank

--

28.S1c:

26,724
30,221
33,946

24,238

Academic rank
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Instructor
Lecturer
No academic rank

29,590

32,209

85,516

87,055

38,959

29,466
24,991
21,032
17,222
18,519
24,978

36,418
30,733
26,162
22,818
23,500
29,712

39,443
33,902
28,523
24,661
25,627
32,148

44,394
36,978
31,634
26,621
29,083
35,262

45,411
38,051
32,673
28,389
28,780
37,096

46,681
39,416
33,869
37,951
29,666
38,400

Sex
Men
Women

25,126
22,669

30,758
27,693

33,477
30,228

37,082
33,307

38,787
32,721

40,811
36,517

Private four-year
institutions

24,696

31,732

Academic rank
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Instructor
Lecturer
No academic rank

35,355

39,817

42,224

44,793

33,269
24,070
19,526
16,664
18,188
17,721

42,260
30,486
24,987
19,483
23,574
23,394

47,126
33,739
27,845
21,645
25,793
26,190

62,858
37,921
31,365
24,361
30,041
28,756

66,127
40,122
33,235
25,159
31,053
31,122

59,508
42,515
35,100
26,786
31,424
33,072

Sex
Men
Women

26,174
20,123

33,900
25,889

37,817
28,946

42,595
33,010

45,319
34,898

48,042
37,309

Private two-year
institutions

15,950

19,438

21,867

24,601

24,088

25,673

21,404
20,112
16,271
19,606

24,519
22,291
19,297
16,419

26,796
24,288
21,481
18,613

30,469
26,366
24,788
22,334

29,520
26,353
24,587
20,911

0,

*

.1,

*

14,887

18,783

21,169

23,447

23,187

92,287
28,191
25,477
22,423
16,682
24,644

16,978
14,882

20,412
18,504

22,641
21,215

25,219
24,002

25,937
22,685

26,826
_ 24,683

Academic rank
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Instructor
Lecturer

No academic rank
Sex
Men
Women

Editor's note: Salaries are for faculty on 9- and 10-month contracts.

Data unavailable.

.

Source: Education Department, National Center for Education Statistics, "Salaries of Full-Time Instructional Fac.ulty on
9- and 10-Month and 11- and 12-Month Contracts in Institutions of Higher Education, 1981.82 Through.. 1991.92,"
December 1993.
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.,found that although black girls
.(initiate teacher contact more
than white girls, the black
youngsters are more likely to

ence courses. The study alsci

Girls receive significantly
less attention from classroom
teachers than boys do, according to "How Schools Shortchange Girls," a report commissioned by the American Association of University Women
Educational Foundation. Gender bias undermi.ies girls' selfesteem and often discourages
them from taking math and sci-

Mrs. Van Scoyk's discovery
was not unusual. Numerous
studies now confirm what
many educators have long suspected: gender bias still occurs
frequently in America's classrooms two decades after the
passage of Title IX, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in federally funded
school programs.

Frequent Occurrence

what's so striking."

to the boys in her class and encouraged them more through
words and gestures. "I was appalled." she said. "I saw that I
really focused on the boys. The
sexism was so subtle, that's

teachers would discriminate
against girls in the classroom.
"I thought, truly, I don't do
this." she.said.
But a videotape taken several weeks later showed that
she clearly gave more attention

USIE Van Scoyk was
stunned by the findings
in a report on gender
bias in schools. Mrs.
Van Scoyk, a sixth-grade teacher in Arvada, Colo.. a Denver
suburb, couldn't imagine why

4.

The repor , cow ucted by the
Wellesley College Center for
Research on Women, added
that the curriculum frequently
ignores or stereotypes females
and that many standardized
tests contain elements o: sex
bias. "I think in gcneral the lesson girls learn from this is that
they're not encouraged to
speak up or speak out," said Susan McGee Bailey, director of
the Wellesley Center and the
principal author of the

^IA

because "gender bias is not a
noisy problem, most people are
unaware of secret sexist lessons and the quiet losses they
engender."

A.A U.W report.
In their new hook, "Failing at
Fairness: How America's
Schools Cheat Girls," published
by Scribners, two American
University professors, Myra
and David Sadker, explain that

I

By Jillian Mincer

Gender bias is
still found in
America's
classrooms

e4,
0

Boys LTet. La lied Un

Education. But girls graduate
from high school behind in almost every subject. "The impact on girls is that they lose
self-esteem as they go through
schorfl," she said. "They come
in with so much promise, and
there's a systematic robbery."

Sadker, dean of the School of

Girls enter sr rx)I ahead of
boys in almost every subject
except science, where boys
have a slight edge, said Myra

Nancy nontger
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math and science. Girls and
boys who like those subjects
have higher self-esteem and
greater career asps rat ions, it
concInded
In response to the A A.0 W.
studies, a package of nine hills
education
on gender equity and
she said.
was mt roduced in the House of
Representatives last year. The
The survey found that whsle
both
experience
boys and girls
omnibus package, H R 1793,
self-esteem as they
a loss of
addresses gender bias in the
draschools, calling for the estabgrow older, the loss is most
lishment of an office of wommatic among girls. A key findreport was that a
ing of the 1992
en's equity in the (Department
relationship exists between
of Education, equity t raining
self-esteem and enjoyment of

mentary and middle school
spoke out in class eight times
Teachers
more often than girls.
generally listened to the boys
who spoke out but told girls who
did 80 to raise their hands if
they wanted to speak.
Girls are being shortchanged
in several areas, said Anne L.
Bryant, executive director of
the A A.U.W. She said the lack
of role models in education affected girls. Although 70 percent of teachers from kindergarten through 12th grade are
women, only 27 to 311 percent
and only 5 to 6
are principals
superintendents,
percimt are

In their research, the
Sadkers found that boys in etc-

e79/9y
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"The key numbers suggest slow
progress but a substantial
problem remaining."

tion "
But David Sadker, noting that
statistics and studies can be interpreted many ways, said,

women's athletics.
Diane Ravitch, an assistant
secretary of education in the
and now a
Bush Administration
visiting fellow at the Brookings
Institut HM, opposes the hills.
"You can't say schools are biased against girls when boys
are having a harder time in
schools," she said. "The data
show that women have made
remarkable success in educa-

for teachers, efforts to improve
and pa rt icigirls' achievement
and
science. It
pat ion in math
also includes provisions to
eliminate sexual harassment in
schools. Another bill would require schools to disclose their
expenditures on men's and

0

ritther than discouragement."

would indicate a sense of progress

simistic views based on expectations
of greater equality than they observe.
These views are often not informed
by the perspective of history which

and other professions hold "pes-

book, Women in Law, published earlier this year, Prof. Epstein calls her
view "a more affirmative perspective"
than one held today by many women
in the legal profession. She goes on to
say that many young women in this

preface to the new edition of her

guished Professor of Sociology at the
Graduate School, has been an observer of the status of women in the legal
profession for 25 years. At this point
in women's struggle for achievement
and recognition in law, she says, the
"glass ceiling" can accurately be described as "highly permeable." In the

Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, Distin-

F., in women's fight for equality. Others
a, view events more cautiously.

has indeed been a remarkable year

the legal profession? For some, 1993

by Trudy Whitman
Were Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Janet
Rena and Judith Kaye anomalies or
the beginning of.the end for male
dominance at the highest levels of

she described as a "grim picture."

area, and her work revealed what

attorneys practicing in the New York

research was based on a sample of

decided to study women in law. Her

For her doctoral dissertation at
Columbia University in 1968, she

*male" or "female."

defining why work may be seen as

and the impact of gender ideology in

high in prestige and remuneration

ested in sociology, Prof. Epstein was
intrigued by the institutionalized exclusion of women from jabs that were

From the time she became inter-

with men in the profession.

rier of gender stereotyping, women
have not yet achieved equal footing

however, that, due to the ag' -old bar-

have been made. It also indicates,

refutable evidence that great strides

tory of women in law offers ir-

To Prof. Epstein, a study of the his-

The impact of gender ideology
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Distinguished Professor of Sociology Cynthia Fuchs Epstein.
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Sociologist sees gains for women in law
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which, only one professional genera-

ttern. "
N, here does the CUNY Law School

woman's choice to forgo the partnership track. "For many women," explains Prof. Epstein, "the opportunity

Sometimes, however, it is the

No particular female 'style'

golf course or at "power" luncheons.

deals in the "old boy" manneron the

traditionally been "rewards" for a
lawyer's "business-getting" ability,
and women are still seen as disadvantaged when it comes to cutting

Today women make up more than a
quarter of all the lawyers at the top
251 U.S. law firms. In the 1991-92
academic year, the number of women
first-year law students was more
than 57,000 or 42 percent. In 1971,
women accounted for just 9.4 percent
of that group.

peramentally suited to certain tasks

that some make that women are tem-

a family life is a combination that
provides satisfactions that were not
possible for their mothers' or elder
sisters' generations." But, she cautions emphatically, the argument

even below the top rank, and to have

from 13,000 in 1970 to 62,000 in to do fulfilling professional work,
1980 (from 4 percent to 12.4 percent).

an "optimistic view."
After decades of stasis, the number
of female lawyers in the U.S. grew

into all kinds of spheres from which
they had been excluded at the time I
did my dissertation."
Women in Law, first published in
1981, was based on the ten years of
research which followed her dissertation. According to Prof. Epstein, the
"grim picture" was being replaced by

decade.

such as battering. All of these are
new iseup which have crap a to the

greater consciousness about 'crimes

have been affected and there is a

also very much interested in the way
in which women have influenced the
laws themselves: "Women have been
extraordinary in changing law, particularly criminal law. The rape laws

to 24 percent at the end of the have had impact. Prof. Epstein is

creased substantially during that peWomen's struggle for inclusion in
riod, from 13.5 percent of full-time the practice and teaching of law are
faculty in the 1980-81 academic year only two of the areas in which they

school faculties over the past ten very socially conscious."
years. Prof. Epstein reports that the
number of women law professors in- Influencing the law itself

tion, and appeals work."
The epilogue to the 1993 edition of
Women in Law, written with the assistance of a PSC-CUNY grant, notes

calls the institution "unique," saying
that the 21 women on its 34-member
full-time faculty is a disproportionate
number because the school is "very
oriented toward inclusion of minorithe gains made by women on law ties and women, and considers itself

gan to observe was dramatic She adds that these positions have tion earlier, no women at all were fit into this picture? Prof. Epstein
changethe distribution of women
seenespecially in corporate, litiga-

there are fewer eligible older women.

tracks, many of them in contract

women law faculty are on non-tenure

Women law faculty
But Prof. Epstein is quick to stress
that one must look beyond the numbers for a true reading of the status
of women in law schools: "Although
many more women are appointed to
law faculties, their retention is another matter. A good proportion of

tion of styles from 'white glove' to 'pit legal writing positions that have
bull.'" Moreover, women have a sig- created a new kind of `women's job'

nificant presence "in spheres in

"I was both a chronicler and an

partnerships are usually awarded to
senior members of firms. Women's
late entry into the field means that

observer," she says, "and what I be-

American society.

changing the status of women in

and unfit for others is fallacious and
The dramatic advances are some- damaging. "Women's cognitive capacwhat undercut by other numbers. ities and emotional lives are really
For example, women make up only not different than men's," she says.
11.2 percent of the partnerships She adds that these stereotypes are
in legal firms. Prof. Epstein says that convenient mechanisms for explainthe relatively low percentage of ing away differential treatment, but
female partners may be attributable that her research has not revealed
to the "discomfort" still felt by many any particular female "style." "In

Partnerships still elusive

at seeing women in high manage- fact," she says, "I see quite a distribument positions and to the fact that

tions that were instrumental in

At the same time that she was researching women's role in the law,
she was active in the women's movement, helping to establish the New
York chapter of the National Organization for Women. She had the opportunity to work with individuals,
such as Betty Friedan, and organiza-

A chronicler and observer

particularly criminal law.'

Women have been extraordinary
in changing the law,

of Women and Work, and was co-director of the Program on Sex Roles
and Social Change at Columbia University. Prof. Epstein has served as a
consultant to the White House under

Prof. Epstein's research on workplace culture and her analysis of the two administrations and at the Nasocial construction of gender in soci- tional Academy of Sciences. On four
ety and in scholarly work have led to occasions she was a Fellow of the
Colony in Peterborough,
many prestigious appointments, MacDowell
New
Hampshire.
grants and fellowships. She has held
In addition to Women in Law, Prof.
a Guggenheim Fellowship and was a
Fellow of the Center for Advanced Epstein has published four books: DeStudy in Behavioral Sciences at ceptive DistinctionsSex, Gender,
Stanford University. From 1982 to and the Social Order (1988), Access to
1988, she was a Resident Scholar at Power: Cross-National Studies of
the Russell Sage Foundation. She Women and Elites (1981); The Other
has also been co-director of a Nation- Half: Roads to Women's Equality
al Institute of Mental Health training (1971); Women's Place: Options and
grant on the Sociology and Economics Limits on Professional Careers (1970).
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein says that

policy."

(Continued from page 9)
floor because of women lawyers pay-.
ing attention to them and being situated in a place where they can make

Sociologist sees gains

Trudy Whitman is a freelance writer.

stereotyping."

of the fallacies of sex and gender

extraordinary changes they have experienced and have helped achieve
and the enormous variety of styles
and preferences they exhibitis as
good an illustration as can be found

port for such views....The story of
women in the legal professionthe

outrage may still be directed against
women attorneys, but fewer find sup-

though somewhat cautiously so"
about the future: "Incredulity and

generation of women in the field. In
the preface to the 1993 edition, she
says that she remains "optimistic, al-

she felt it was important to make
Women in Law available to a new

raG
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Patents

LA

Teresa Riordan

2Cstudy says women

tend to have a different
creative flair than men.
WASHINGTON

A Target of Academics

"Women invent things all the time
just in solving their daily problems of

life, but they don't get patents on

them," she said. "They don't think to
commercialize their inventions. They
tell their friends, they tell their neighbors. They write in to the household
hints section of the newspaper."
Ms. Stanley acknowledged that her
polemical history which she called

"compensatory" and a "crusade to

y, men and women tend to in- set the record straight," but which
vent different things?
others might label revisionist

Autumn Stanley, an inde- might make her the target of some

pencient scholar from Yonola Valley, academic tomato-throwing.
Calif., who has been studying the "I'm sure there will be controversy
question for 15 years, says she thinks over this book, because I do attempt

so.,

to do away with all the comfortable
In a statistical paper she delivered preconceived ideas about what conyesterday to the Society for the Histo- stitutes invention," she said. Not too
ry of Technology, Ms. Stanley argued many members of the academic esthat women were more likely to in- tablishment, she added,"are going to
vent in the fields of health and medi- receive with applause my contention
cine than in other areas.
that women were the first chemists
"Beyond that safety, comfort, and engineers as well as architects."
ease, well-being
making daily life
Ms. Stanley's book, "Mothers and
better is a preoccupation with worn- Daughters of Invention: Notes for a
en," Ms. Stanley said in a recent Revised History of Technology," is
Interview.
published by the Scarecrow Press of
Ms. Stanley's statistical snapshot Metuchen, N.J.
of 1977-88, for example, showed that
while women on average were listed

Mayne Drennan ter The New York
as the inventors or co-inventors of 3.6 New Sports Brassiere
Autumn
Stanley,
center,
speaking
yesterday
on
the differences in w
percent of all patents granted, almost
16 percent of molecular biology end Offers More Support
men and women invent at the Society for the History of Technolo
microbiology patents listed worn& .as
inventors.
Ste..y1 C. Unsworth, a marketing
director in Manhattan, has never
Inventions Obscured
She found in a similar analysis of heard of Autumn Stanley, but she has

the period from 1790 to 1873 that
while women were the inventors of : her own feminist take on invention.

less than one-half of 1 percent of all
"1 was talking to my friend, May,
patents, they invented or helped in- about how men do most of the inventvent 25 percent of dish-washing ma- ing and how they never invent anychines, 23.6 percent of ointments, and
25 percent of parasols.

thing for women," Ms. Unsworth

In the course of her research, Ms.

invent for women?' And I said, 'I see
women jogging by all the time and
holding their breasts. I'd invent a bra
that really prevents the jiggling.' "
Thus was born the Protective Athletic Sports Bra, for which Ms. Unsworth and May N. Moy Au, an artist
who also lives in New York City,
received a patent last month.
Although a plethora of brassieres

Stanley found that the compilations of

women inventors made in the late
19th century for the Patent Office

centennial and the Chicago Columbian Exposition systematically obscured women's inventions under domestic classifications.
Harriet Strong's storage-dam-and-

said. "And May said, 'What would you

reservoir system for the Colorado
river is classified under "culinary for exercising are on the market,
utensils," according to Ms. Stanley. many women echo Ms. Unsworth's
"This same category, incidentally, sentiment that none of them makes
contains an oven, a cooking stove,
running and jumping an entirely
portable foot-warmer, a body- and . comfortable pursuit.
ped-warmer, to say nothing of an
The two inventors said their bras.ncubator for baby chicks," she wrote siere gives superior support in part
'n her paper.
because it has a double layer of cotton
Ms. Stanley, who recently pub- and Lycra material in front and re-

ished a 1,165-page history of women inforcement gussets on the side.
and technology, argued that tracking
Its main features; however, are two
3atents was not an entirely-Effective rubber-covered plastic cups with air
Nay of establishing women's inven- ! holes. The cups can be inserted from
ive contributions.

D19

the bottom between the two layers of
material in front.
The rigid plastic holds the breasts

in place, while the rubber acts as a

sort of shock absorber, Ms. Unsworth
said.

"When you put in the cups, your
breasts are totally stabilized," said
Ms. Unsworth, who does not jog but

wears the brassiere when the plays
volleyball.

The inventors also said the brassiere would offer protection during
contact sports like field hockey, basketball and football.

."Boys in school sports have been
required for years to wear protective

cups for the groin area," Ms. Unsworth said. "Why shouldn't girls get

similar protection" for the breast
area?
Ms. Unsworth and Ms. Moy Au, who

are looking for a company to market
their product, received patent
5,244,432.

Patents are available by number

for $3 from the Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, D.C. 20231.
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Getting Hired at a Teaching College
Sandra Z. Keith
St. Cloud State University, with close to
15.000 students, is one in a battery of six
state universities in Minnesota. This perhaps
contributes to the fact that we are not a house-

course. want to drum up a student clientele
in an area in which we wish to expand. or

are seeking someone who is compatible
with. or complementary to. the faculty on
hand. Look at our catalogue in your library.
but. by all means. ask.

is the best teacher I ever had." Comments
like these are to be prized by the teacher. but
in the flood of applications are not necessar-

ily given much credence by the search

Most candidates now submit a letter outlining their personal philosophy of teaching.
This is valuable. but many statements are so

committee. Candidates might consider designing their own (additional) evaluations.
and asking for them to be approved. collected. and interpreted by a faculty member.
Then there is the Brown University system.
in which students intelligently comment on
results of student summaries and publish

utes to our emphasis on excellence in

routine (and some use the same key phrases

these results. This is formidable pent. ape. but

teaching. We accept the upper 507c of the
eraduating class. and tilos( of our students
are first generation in college. hard-working. holding jobs. and ill-prepared. We are.

that one might almost suspect that a master

highly impressive.

form is going around. A ,chool like ours is
impressed by contact hours. personal en-

Letters by faculty evaluating teaciung are
perused seriously. These letters are most

gagement v. ith students. and a sense of the

useful when they discuss specifics of teach-

in other words. known to Ph.D.- granting

realitynot the my thsabout student

ine style. Candidates should know that in

institutions as a "teaching col leee.- We are
also . type of college most Ph.D. advisors
hope their students w ill not settle for. and
that, to many. has come to be regarded as a

learning. It is not enough to h..: e an excel-

letters should document that this philoso-

this day of open letters. it is rare to encounter
a negative letter. A friend of mine says that
at his i first-rate) institution. "good" is a con-

phy is acted on and continually thought

demnationthey look for the word

natural repository for their research "failures.'' allot w horn are excellent teachers.-

about.

"excellent." Schools also eet their reputa-

Candidates usually include results from

tions from these letters. One excellent school

Recently we completed a search and. like
many schools. had a record number of highly
qualified applicants. Mos:of us on the search

teaching evaluations: we appreciate seeing
raw scores and an interpretation. Remember to inform us of the grading scalea I

committee conceded that we ourselves

can mean excellent or poor. Low scores seem

would not have gotten jobs under the pres-

honest t weNe all had them): but by any

sure of th is competition. One can hardly otter
the proper words of condolence to the many
candidates who have chosen to spend years

account. it would be helpful to see included
in the teaching philosophy statement. a selfevaluation from the candidate. This might
discuss successes or areas in which the can-

hold name as colleges go. Nevertheless, in
many ways, we have a finger on the pulse of
the average student. pay attention to trends
in education. and are strongly motivated to
move forward. Public-directed institutions
tend to have public goals. This. plus the fact
that we are a former normal school. contrib-

of thei Hives in one of the most difficult fields.

only to be turned down.
however. as a member of that search committee. I would like to offer some feedback

that might be helpful to candidates. their
advisors, and their schools. Sometimes it is
a matter of small things a candidate can do:

in other places. it becomes a criticism of
is ory tower aspects of graduate schools that

have a casual disregard for placing their students at schools like ours, in spite of the fact
that candidates might want to come.

Joh Description
Affirmative action rulings dictate that this is
all - important: how es er. at a teaching school.

there may he intangibles that are not reducible to area specialty. causing the descnption
io he loosely framed. Call or write to ask if
ou have questions about our description.
Perhaps we must till a need for teaching a

Teaching

lent philosophy of teaching. supporting

didate wants to improve. Schools with an
overall coordinator of teaching assistants
and a formal method tor reporting individual
scores in context are doing their students a

sent forward several candidates with onei ne references to their teaching, stating that.

as well as they could gather. the candidate
looked like a good teacher for a teaching
college. \Ve felt sorry for these abandoned
candidates.

Computer Experience
li is probably a good idea for any graduate
student to have some experience with computers. and it is particularly exciting to see a
teaching assistant given the opportunity to
experiment with calculator or computer al-

favor. Scores reported by the hand of the
candidate do not seem to carry the same
forcefulness. (We notice. incidentally, that
almost all schools with such a system find

gebra systems in the classroom. Candidates

their teaching assistants' scores higher than

statement. (This may be a loaded issue at
some colleges. however, so go carefully.)

those of the faculty.) Schools that provide
their students with awards, certificates of
merit, letters of thanks from the chair. etc..
appear to be especially conscientious about
their teaching standards. Nevertheless. most
schools have lackluster evaluation forms that
do not give specific information about teaching capability and energy, but rather inform

about the "likability" of the candidate
something that can also be associated with
easy grading. The same applies to individual

comments from evaluations such as. "This

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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should list in depth their experience with
computers and include their teaching expe-

riences in their personal philosophy

Research
Most candidates have a teaching reference

and a research reference. Advisors frequently claim that the candidate's research
gives a world-class result. This is nice. but
our search committee often had difficulty,
in fact. understanding the advisor's commentary on the research. The candidate or

advisor might offer a condensation, in
layperson's terms. regarding what areas of
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Please supply three letters of reference
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With the 1993-94 academic hiring season now fully underway, mathematicians fortunate enough to have a faculty position are likely to find themselves asked to write
letters of reference for their students. For those of you who face this task, and are
finding yourself at a loss as to what to say. FOCUS presents the following sample letter.
We think it speaks for itself.
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MEI( your caleodaraissow and-plan to
observe Mathernatiia:Avalemeas Week
in your azea, institution, oriargimization.

there is no other student with whom .'7am arytterte&
conOttre han, and g-run sure that the a/710(mt pfmathenuttics /re
!wows will surfrv:veyou.
ecilly A:vertu/ion iv the sort pfroruA you dont eribect to Nee these
ekw.v..c/i de/int./0/ dcynonsuvrte hiv c19.70/ere crySethihties.
.c/n dewily. lel me NAN thw.uott tea/ bilrif*troiede,Oott elf/1 yet him

With the theme of Matheniaties and
Medieine,MathenisticakvitsatasWeek
provides an excellent opportmity to cel-

ebrate the beauty anti. power- of me
mathematical scienzes. Rem do your
part to promote public awarenessofmathematics from Sunday,April 24Saturday,

to eoehe le; el

April 30, 1994. Look for further information from the Joint Policy Board for

.1;ncere

Mathematics, national sponsor of Mathernacs Awareness Week, in future issues

of FOCUS.

twit-. 195-10/1
es peruse are invoked. what courses the
candidate can teach. his or her tuture prospects in research. It is usetul to know about
the energy and independence of the candidate.

Candidates today cannot assume that a
"teaching." college is not interested in research. especially as departments like ours.
catenng to the needs 01 our students. be-

, ome more applied. Howes er. the term
"research" for us. not all collegesis still
loosely enough defined that scholarly act's Its is given substantial weight. Here. it seems
tome. many Ph.D.-granting Institut ,ns tail

their students. Most graduate students do
not know about student mathematics competitions and have had no expenence trying
to obtain grants or work with students conducting research. They are unfamiliar with
mathematics teaching journals and newsletters, in w hich publications tat our school )
would be acknowledged. More importantly.
if students would glance at these journals.

solunteer basis. but it \1/4 out(' seem that the
entire universits would benefit if graduate
students were gis en mentonng responsibilities. exposure to me grant-hunting process.
and administrative expenence in some of
these actin Ines. Far trom distracting gradu-

ate students from their research. these
opportunities are empowenng and broadening: they prepare students realistically for
what they v. ill hase to be doing when the
graduate. Talks at regional N1AA meetings
and presentations at the school itself are also
given credit: graduate students should take
advantage of these op.porunute.s. It may be

a cliché. but v e are pnmanly looking for
leadership.

Interviol
Lastly. at the inters iew stage. candidates
should understand that the college. like a
sports team. is looking tor a personal match.

and a rejection is probably not at all per-

they would be more informed about the
trends which we are has ing to deal with.

sonal. (This is easy to sag. difficult to hear.)
In preparing. candidates should request the
school bulletin and they should come with

Nor hase most graduate students been in% olsed in cumculum reform. worked with

questions. At our school. a talk for faculty

underrepresented groups. or remedial

because this is the opportunity for the department as a whole to give comments on
the search committee's choices. A condi-

coursework. etc. Enterpnsmg graduate stu-

dents might consider doing this on a

and students is given significant weight

date might justifiably wonder how to plan a
talk for !acuit and first-year students in the

same room ms personal advice is not to
aim too low. A descnption of one's research

is a good topic if it doesn't become glib
through the need to arch over the details. A
good talk is freq uentiv a smallerretated topic.
similar to the articles in the MAA teaching
journals. For us. the topic need not contain
onginal results. but if it leaves us with questions. we will leave the room thinking. In the
actual interview with the search committee
at our school. questions must pass critical
approval from the affirmative action officer
and must be asked in the same way of all
candidates. The candidate might be asked
about e xperiences teaching women. minori-

ties. and the handicapped. as well as
questions about good and bad expenences

in teaching. willingness to teach service
courses. a plan for balancing research and

teaching. and five-year goals. The main
question is: How will the candidate tit with
us? and. while past performance is a measuring rod. the forward-looking candidate
has the advantage.
Sandra Z Keith teaches in the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics at St Cloud State 1: tu

versit, in St Chat& Minnesota
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rush?' It makes you think that
the delay is connected to gen-

need an increase? You have a
husband Why do you have to

change in administration has
caused her bid for tenure to be
dtlayed. "I am not satisfied
with how things are going.
When I talked to a colleague
about it he asked: Why do you

acle is on hold.
Dr. Apri le said a recent

said. "I'm very proud."
But for now, at least, the mir-

in the United States have none.
Last spring Elena Aprile, an associate professor of physics at
Columbia with a strong independent streak, was unanimously recommended for tenure. "1 call it a miracle," she

department. Most universities

is unusual because it
has one woman on the
faculty in its physics

OLUMBIA University

number. In 1989, women ac-

women trying to break into science faculties particularly
physics on campuses across
the country.
Women are more commonly
represented in the humanities
than the sciences, though even
in humanities they do not
match their male colleagues in

Dr. Aprile, though not happy
about the delay, said she was
confident she would eventually
be approved. But whatever the
outcome, problems persist (or

further review.

nonsense, but I can't help but
wonder, if I were a man would
it have happened faster?"
Eduardo Macagno, dean of
Columbia's Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences, denied that
any sox discrimination was involve' ana said the tenure decision was simply being held for

der. Officially they say that's

Women have
trouble breaking
into science
faculties

counted for atiout 30 percent of
academics employed in humanities departments. But they
represented only 18 percent of
those in the science and engineering departments.
Regardless of academic
field, women are less likely to
receive tenure than their male
counterparts, and on average
are paid less. Betty Vetter, the
executive director of the Commission on Professionals in Science and Technology, says it
takes women two to three years

By Mary Raffalli

61.

and Italy women accounted for
23 percent; in Hungary nearly
half the physics faculty were
women. American Institute of
Physics data showed more
than half of American physics
faculties had no women.
The National Research Council has found that American
women physicists consistently
earn less than male countermental faculty are largely
parts and that the disparity inmale and are more likely to
creases as experience ingive him tenure and decide that
creases. In 1992 a woman in
she hasn't quite proved herself
physics earned 85 percent of a
yet," Dr. Vetter says.
man's starting salary, one of
The American Association of
the largest gaps in the sciences.
University Professors says
Explanations for the paucity
women comprised 30 percent of
faculties in 1992, but only 3 perof women on American physics
faculties range from the physcent of physics faculties. Of 20
developed nations studied by
iological to the sociological. But
the physiological factors are a
the National Research Council
of the National Academy of Scimatter of continuous dispute.
ences, America tied with South
Some scientists studying horKorea for the least women on
monal influences on brain funcphysics faculties. In France
tion conclude that men as a
group have innate neurological
INN
pat terns of ability that tend to
make them more capable in
physics than women. But others say these studies fail to
prove significant brain differences or, if minor differences
do exist, that they result in different aptitudes.
longer than men to receive tenure once they become eligible,
and two to six years longer than
men to become eligible.
In physics the discrepancies
are even greater. Both male
and female physicists describe
hostile, demoralizing environments of male camaraderie
and female isolation. "Depart-

Why So Few Women Physicists?

r--.2r= Persistent Sexism in American Education
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"I call It a miracle," said Dr. Elena AprNe of Columbia University, on her being recommended for tenure
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but the miracle is on hold.
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Continued on page 28

Difficulty in getting tenure

Female students have tended
to score lower than males on
standardized math aptitude
tests. Still, one Federal Department of Education study shows
that when math scores were
the same, nearly twice as many
males pursued physics as females. Female students with a
physics aptitude are often not
encouraged or recruited. Sheila
Tobias, a political science lecturer, says women often do not
possess the characteristics
males feel are essential that
is, a certain manner and sense
of being consumed by science
to the exclusion of all else.
Women are often seen as outsiders, Ms. Tobias said, and
"Scientists are deeply prejudiced against non-in-group
types. So the problem isn't
women as women but women
as a subset of the out-group "

No Encouragement

64

But as more women do manage to enter academic physics,
some universities are noticing
sex-bias concerns and are trying to address them. Dr. Stewart Smith, chairman of the
physics department at Princeton University, said, "We know
that the male students and faculty have not been suppOrtive of
women students and we are
trying to raise the consciousness of our faculty."
To alleviate anxiety, Di .
Smith said, physics professors
are trying to keep courses as informal and interactive as possible. "I've seen evidence of this
many times in classes," he said,
"when, even if the man has the
wrong answer he will just open
his mouth and say it, whereas
the woman will be more concerned and careful before par.
ticipa t Mg even when she has
the right answer "

equacy on that"

successful. When women complain about sex bias, Dr. Kinoshita said, "They are perceived
to be blaming some other inad-

crimination suits are rarely

of the person's research not
Just the research, but its quality." And since the advancement
process can be nebulous, dis-

jective criteria, like the quality

cause it's based on pseudo-ob-

may itself discourage women
from entering the field. "Tenure is quite a subjective thing,"
said Dr. Kay Kinoshita, who left
Harvard last year for a tenured
position at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute. "There is plenty of
room for discrimination be-

Continued from page 16

her daughter, Susanna, who is 9
years old. Four years ago,
when she was pregnant with
her second daughter, Giulia,
she not only continued to teach
throughout the pregnancy but,
one month after the baby was
born, she submitted a research
proposal to develop a gammaray telescope for NASA. She
said the experience was grueling, but she took pride in
achieving what no male col- _
league could:
"I can put together a big proposal, which was accepted, and
can have a baby. They should
be jealous."

precedent for young girls like

Dr. Aprite says one of her
goals is to help establish a

Setting a Precedent

Conversely, Dr. Smith said, it
is hard for older male professors to advise young women
about what they can expect and
how to adjust, since he and
many other senior staff Tembers were students at a time
when family roles and structures were dramatically different. "It makes it very difficult
for older males to relate to the
situations young women face.
And they probably don't identify with us very well either."

COMMENTS

The only way to get rid of responsibilities is to discharge them.

Walter S. Robertson
Dear Professor X:
I was disappointed that you refused to write a letter for our candidate's tenure case. I
was even more disappointed because you waited to tell me until after the deadline.
You said you were too busy to write. I know you are busy this summer. That's why I
wrote to you more than two months in advance to ask whether you would write. I sent you
the Curriculum Vitae along with detailed instructions about the nature of the letter ana tne
date it was due. I promised to send you copies of the candidate's papers as well. When you
agreed (after a telephone call). I sent those papers promptly. That's proper etiquette for

such requestsample time and ample information.
That was my responsibility. Now here is yours: When you agree to write, you should do
so. Your letter ought to contain enough information to make it clear you have read and
judged at least a small portion of the candidate's work. It should contain a short opening
paragraph that sets the stage for your specific comments, and it should end with one or two
summary sentences that help to guide the reader (and give people preparing the case some
quotable sentences). Such letters do not have to be long, nor do they have to contain
exquisite detail. They should contain honest opinion, based either on your knowledge of the
candidate's written research or your personal contact. And the "letter" needs to be a signed
letter ... not an email message or a paragraph dictated to my secretary.
Are there too many requests for such letters? Absolutelyand I'm doing my best to
persuade deans and college committees that fewer letters will serve the pupose just as well.
But some letters will always he necessary in a profession with a system of tenure and
promotion like ours.
Writing letters has been a part of our profession for most of this century. Quite likely. a
half dozen or so mathematicians took time to write such letters for you in the past. Quite
likely, they were busy people as well.
Our profession has been infected by the me-generation philosophy of the 1980's. Writing
letters of recommendation. refereeing papers, reviewing grant proposalsfor many these

are activities without personal profit, and hence (according to the philosophy) without
reward. You are not alone: increasing numbers of mathematicians view professional service
as the sort of activity other (less busy) people ought to do. Requests for recommendations

and referee reports often draw no responseor worse, no results. When most people
subscribe to this philosophy. our profession will face a crisis.
I will make phone calls and send email to solicit another letter. It will be hard to find
someone else to write, especially since I will have to ask that person to write in a matter of
weeks or even days. I will find someone, however. And you might find it surprising that the
person who finally does write the letter turns out to be ... just as busy as you.

John Ewing
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work your tail off."

as scientists and engineers are making little
rogress in breaking into industry,

:11 committee last week said that

LJ

and do not lose their edge by taking at
long maternity leave.
"You can drop in and out of other
careers, but If you're trying to he on
the leading edge of science you just
can't do that," Dr. Ancker-Johnson
said. "An employee that Is confident

eCorporations do little to accommodate female scientists with, children. The council recommended that
companies offer quality day care and
flexible work schedules so women
could return to the laboratory quickly

a male oceanography professor had
told her, "Women can only count
plankton," not do in-depth research.

ism by a vanguard of older male
scientists. One woman reported that

because scientific jobs are often filled
through "good old boy" networks.
(Women are subjected to paternal-

nd a Federal research council says , ting better, but when I saw the statis-i
tics I was amazed," said Dr. Betsy.
ompanies are largely to blame.
Ancker-Johnson, a retired vice presiThe National Research Council, an
rm of the National Academy of Sci- dent at the General Motors Corporation and an engineer who helped prenoes, convened a conference a year
pare the report.
ego to determine why women make
"The message is for companies to
tp 45 percent of the work force but
mly 12 percent of the scientists and take advantage of the talent that's
available," she said. "But also for
engineers working in industry.
women: don't forget you're going to
A report issued by a research caun-

WASHINGTON, Jan. 17
(AP) Women working

women a must contend with sexist
attitudes and unequal pay and that
companies are doing little to help
them juggle a career and family.
"I thought surely things were get-

,

women earn the highest
incentive program.

the child is getting goad care will be
more productive."
The report advised companies to
emulate programs started by six concerns: the Xerox Corporation, Alcoa,
the Aerospace Corporation, A.T.& T.
Bell Laboratories, Scios Nova and
Barrios Technology.
Among other things, they established scholarships and mentorships
to recruit women, publicized job
developenings; equalized salaries,
oped maternal leave policies and held
frequent meetings to gather feedback
from female scientists.
At the biotechnology firm Scios
Nova, the report noted, a black woman who Is a vice president Is among
the five highest-paid employees, and
bonuses in its

C5

up to two years' experience was 73
percent that of their male colleagues

But the research council said other
factors were also at work, including
these:
The median salary of female scientists with bachelor's degrees and

cent of science degrees awarded to
women were in those fields, as
against 46 percent for men.

Women tend to choose careers in
life sciences, behavioral sciences and
social sciences, fields in which industry plays a fairly small part, the
report acknowledged. In 1989, 75 per$35,500

vs.

9Companies make It difficult for
women to learn about job openings

That ratio remains the same regardless of whether the women are married or have children.

also quit twice as often as their female counterparts in government.

academic or government work. They

9Female scientists are twice as
likely as men to leave industry for

races.

isted among women of different

$40,400. Salary discrepancies also ex-

median male salary,

doctorates made 88 percent of the

1994

in 1990, $21,000 vs. $29,500. Those with

Women Scientists Lagging in Industry Jobs

THE NEW YORK T1MESr TUESDAY, JANUARY 18,

fierce rivalries and ruthless competition among scientists was incompatible with the inclusion of women and
minorities in science. She predicted

firestorm by suggesting that the
science as a black hole, prepared to
suck up whatever proportion of your
life that you allow it. This complete
devotion to science was fostered In

ch fie and a chemist, recently raised a

Linda Wason president of R ad-

tacks on competitors, secrecy, sometimes even prevarication.

least, unattractive: aggressive at-

motivating force in science. This can
lead to behavior which is, at the very

Rutter: Mellon have identified this
need fur personal recognition as

driven by a desire for personal recognition Sociologists of science like

natural world. In fact they are also
unequal price for their success.
It is not sufficient to improve child
care, though that Is certainly a worthy
short-term vol. And I would not advocate a society in which our children
are raised by efficient and subsidized
surrogate parents. Rather I would like

which puts her tenure decision at age

35 to 36. Thus her critical scientific

careers is the jealous demands on our
time. A friend of mine once described

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

sion to compensate for the time lost in

more years before the tenure deci-

grams allowing women to have one or

Institutions are beginning to grapple with this problem, with different
solutions. Some have initiated pro-

chose to forgo child - bearing until the
security of tenure had been granted,
only to find that their biological clock
had stopped ticking.

trick. Many In my own generation

reputation, and her peak reproductive years coincide. This Is dirty

years, in which she Is establishing her

sistant professorship at a university,

for women's participation In science

tenure system. A woman is usually 30
years of age before assuming an as-

normal life is exacerbated by the

children for their success.
The problem of reconciling a scientific career with some semblance of a

of tikii.p.arts*.

of science. But it is a solution fort
Institutions eager to change rapkIlt
important, we must begin by declaring

enough senior women in most DWI*

biology so Princeton. This is excerpol
ed from a speech ot the Olin Confei:

Wilful( sad profieasor of molecular'

Shirley M. Tilghman is an investiga-:
for of the Howard Hughes Medical

other professions where the excitement that brought you to the field In
the first place is sustained over so.'
many years. It would be a tragedy ton
exclude women from all this fun.
4

and to take leadership role.
The reason we can so much about.
this subject is that science is an ex -4
traordinary profession. I know of few

national solution: there just aren't
pointed out, and I suspect that it is
going to take women to do It. Most

Focusing on the hiring and fltiPli;
tlon of senior women Is clearly not a'

but the scientific culture.

they can interpret not Just the science,:

ample to young students and facultythat women can have successful science careers. By acting as mentors.,

discrimination They provide the ex;

brake on the more egregious forms of

slat-making, and their petunia ke
senior-level deliberations acts as a

vocal, they are too often dismissed as
strident. Senior women, on the other;
hand, participate in all aspens of de&

When women at the lowest level ari lti

Abolish tenure,
for starters.

when they are included In decisions.

difficult to have their voices heard

fessors at the bottom of the totem pot
are very vulnerable. They are excluded from the most serious decisions on
hiring and promotion, and often find it

begin to slip away.
I would suggest that the greatest
change will come in institutions that
focus in the short term en the senior
faculty 'eve!. University faculties are
extraordinarily hierarchical, and the
graduate students and assistant

cruitment of mere women ks4 educe. Numbers really matter: When
women reach a critical masa in a
field, the cultural barriers naturally

only one sokstioe sad that is the re- -

more hospitable far %IMMO There Is

ing the cultural milieu to make it

still fear that the two are the um*.
What are the prospects for chang-

it loud and clear le our students, who

your contributions to science: it is the
quality of your insights and your creativity. The distinction between quantity and quality needs to be continually

of hours you work that determines

round the clock.
On the other hand, I don't believe
that science must be practiced to the
exclusion of all other human activity.
The system I object to confuses quantity with quality. It is not the number

give Injections every three hours

the geologist who runs when the volcano blows, the biologist who has to

cist who .has to spend weeks at a
telescope on a mountain In Hawaii,

leagues brag about their busy schedules and long absences from home.
.
Science will never be ail -to-5 profession. It just doesn't work that way.
There will always be the astrophysi-

meetings listening to my male col-

roles in our families and in society are
equally valued. I have sat through too
many late-night sessions at scientific

to create a workplace In which our

reach parity or continue to pay an

women have forgone marriage and

fields, not Just science, document that

to accept that women will never

women In Selene*. The alternative is

20 years. Study after study of all

The second cultural aspect that
dramatically affects the prospects

field to males will lead to no change.
My response Is, Al much as possible,
to encourage my female students to
be verbal, confident and curious.

It Is practiced In such a distasteful
way. i find the latter position unappealing at best: ceding the playing

and will stay out of science so long as

opposite view Is that women should

In* it in our female students. The

tist and that we should be eneourag-

sion Is a necessary quality for a sclen-

flict between work and family If we
hope to Increase the participatIon of

when they need maximum flexibility.
Ultimately we must solve this con-

Rather it rigidifies their career path

viewed regularly. Tenure is no friend
to women. It does not protect them
from institutional discrimination.

of rolling appointments that are re-

mothers to take this option.
I favor an even more radical Whitton: abolish tenure entirely, in favor

policies to allow both fathers and

child- bearing, Others have adopted

ti rutuical

ctence, like all human Kt wily. has its individual
the culture of the 50's in which women
cultural milieu. The that there will be little change in
stayed home and raised families
culture of
science women's participation until scientific
while their husbands conquered the
evolved in a period decorum changes. The predictable secrets of the universe,
when
it
was
being
pratN4iiimmir
reaction from men was to extol agWhen women began to enter setiire..1 exclusively by men, and that gression as the fuel that drives the ence careers in the 1940's and
this greatly influenced the outcome. It
enterprise and to argue that any at- they were expected to renounce any a
is a men's game and It continues to be tempt to civilize scientific discourse
intention of having a family. This is
will be its undoing.
playa. by men's rules.
the ultimate un-level playing field,
Although we would like to believe
Feminists have generally had two one that persists to this day. Women
that scientists are driven by a desire responses to this issue. On one side, It have paid a terrible price for the
to understand some aspect of the has been acknowledged that aggres- success they have realized in the last

By Shirley M. Tilghman
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(.1Crorrce vs. me reniaie
By Shirley M. Tilghman
n the last two years, we have
witnessed a flurry of concern
over the under-representation

mist would note is that the women
who have been trained are not in
leadership positions in proportion to
their representation in the field. The

hobbies. The cues girls receive in

most common response to this is that
enough time has not passed for worn

math!" when poked in the stomach. I
shudder to think what Ken says back!
Another example comes from the
experience of a young assistant pro-

of women and minorities in

science and engineering. The
concern does not arise from a
belated appreciation that women and
minorities have been denied access to
Careers In science. Rather it comes

a Barbie doll that says, "I hate

en graduates to have acquiree the
appropriate seniority. But this is not

from projections of a significant

shortfall in scientists around the turn

of the century, caused, at least in
part, by the reduced number of white
males choosing scientific careers.
This reminds me of the explanation

fessor at Princeton. In high school,
she obtained the highest grades in
science. Shortly before graduation,'
her principal called her in and asked
If she would be willing to forgo the
traditional science award so that the

the case.

Finally, the pessimist would point
out that the increases are the average

of highly disparate disciplines and
hide large differences between fields.

For example, in psychology women
receive more than half of new doctor.
ates, while in engineering they earn
just 7 percent. If you look carefully,

second-ranked student, a male, could

receive it. The explanation was that
he would be better able to use it, as he

was headed for a career in science.
To the principal, it was Inconceivable

almost no progress has been made in

given by a president of an allmale
-university for why he favored co-

these formative years are not always
subtle. Mattel Inc. recently marketed

education. He explained that unless

increasing the number of women

that this young woman would also

practicing physics, mathematics and
engineering in the last 50 years.
Physics and mathematics are

consider such a career.

These are shocking stories, the

more so because they occurred in the tr)
1980's and 1990's, not the 1950's. This %>.-

clearly at one extreme. in the life
sciences, a slightly different dynamic
is at work. Fifty percent of bachelor's

the institution admitted women, it
-would no longer be able to compete
for the best male students, who were

being attracted to co-ed campuses.
The inclusion of women, in his eyes,
was a solution to a problem.
Likewise, today women and minorRies are viewed as one solution to a
manpower problem in the sciences.
Despite the base underpinnings of the
motive, this may be a unique opportu-

pity to bring about a greater participation of women and minorities in
science., In fact, many universities
. bavecammissioned studies on tin proving recruiting and retention of
. women students and faculty in sci. ence and engineering. Programs
abound in government and the philan-

thropic community to encourage the
inclusion of women and minorities.
What are the realistic prospects for
those endeavors? First, we need to
understand what has stood in the way
of women in science.
You can took at the last 20 years in
two ways, depending on whether you

'are an optimist or pessimist. The
-optimist sees that between 1966 and
-

failure of our society, particularly our t
.educators, to equate women with Ca.

degrees in biology are awarded to
women. There is a drop in graduate
and medical schools, where 35 to 40
percent of the graduating classes are
female.

reers in science, and the propensity to r,

discount their achievements when "
they persist with this ambition lies at
the heart of the problem.

In universities, the trend of dis

Only then do women begin to disap-

pear from the system. By almost
every measure, postgraduate women
in the life sciences are faring less well

Enter a lab, and

than their mate colleagues. If one
takes as a measure of success those
who have reached the status of princi-

pal investigator of a National Insti-

percent who received M.D.'s and
i- h.D.'s? They are in non-tenuretrack positions in which they often
cannot compete for research funds.
What the different experiences of

couraging women from science careers continues. The number of declared freshman science majors of
.

women In the physical and life' setences tell us is that multiple forces

are at work to retard the rate at
which women enter the scientific
work force. Yet I believe that the
common thread is die role that cul-

ture plays in determining cz -ter
choices for women.

he cultural Issues be-

ceiving science, medical or engineering degrees increased dramatically.
'In 1966, 23 percent of the bachelor's
. degrees in science were awarded to
women; by 19U, that figure had risen

Oran system sets on the

to 40 percent. Women now compose 33

,women earned 9 percent of the total
in 1964 and 27 percent In 1964.

The first thing a pessimist would
lInd In the same 20-year span is that
She Increase in women In scientific
and medical careers has not been
- steady. Most of the Increase came In
,,the 1970's, with very little progress
after 1992. The second thing a pessi.

Shirley M. Tilghman is an investigator of the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute and professor of molecular
biology at Princeton. This Is excerpted from a speech to the Olin Conference on Women and the Culture of
Science at Washington University in
St. Louis on Oct. 21, 1952.

relive the 1950's.

tutes of Health grant, just 19 percent
are women. Where are the other 19

188. the percentage of women re-

-percent of medical school enrollmerits. As for science doctorates,

g

gin with the low expectations that our educa-

both sexes is three times the number.

who will actually graduate with a
degree in science or engineering.
However, the percentage decline is

greater for women than melt. The
only exception to this is instructive:
women's colleges lose far fewer of
their science undergraduates to other

fields. Surely this is telling us that in
an environment that places high expectations on women's achievement,
women flourish in science.
When questioned about their experiences as science majors, women at

Co-ed colleges complain of feelings of
performance of females in science, tape- Isolation 1:11I large class of males, of
daily in physics and math. This cul- being ignored by faculty and of not
being taken seriously. Women who
minates in the hierarchical culture of
and
the laboratory, which evolved in the begin college well qualified
motivated
lose
their
self
-es.
strongly
absence of females. This notion that
cultural biases are at the basis of the teem.
1 think the difference between the
problem is sobering, as cultures are

difficult to change. However, If wt.
Indeed have to dims.' the culture, we
need to understand its underpinnings
and where the pressure points He.
Let's begin with education. A study
by Joan Girgus for the Pew Charita-

ble Trust Science Education Program revealed that differences in the
two sexes can be delected as early as

11 years of ag t, when girls report
fewer science, related experiences,
such as looking through a telescope.
By 13, girls are less likely than boys

to read science articles and books,
watch science shows or have science

D28

numbers who overcome these hurdles In the physical vs. the biological
sciences is directly attributable to the

number of women practicing each
discipline. It U slowly becoming accepted that women make good biologists, and consequently women ere no

longer discouraged from following
this path. Put another way, the rich
tend to get richer. All but the moat
determined women will tend to gravitate to the environment which is most

positive and rewarding, and that
tends to be where other women have

already led the way.
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Redefining Historical Scholarship:
Report of the American Historical Association
Ad Hoc Committee on Redefining Scholarly Work
Despite considerable differences in institutional missions and goals, most American colleges and universities agree on the
basic criteria for faculty tenure and promotion
decisions: the documentation and evaluation of
research, teaching, and service. Although the
relative weight given to each of the three criteria
varies considerably from institution to institution, critics maintain that too much emphasis is
now placed on the research component, with the
other two relegated to considerably lesser if not
irrelevant status. For example, Ernest Boyer of
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching maintains that this equation of scholarship with research and publication, while perhaps
having served many faculty and institutions well
over the years, has perpetuated narrow individual

and institutional priorities at odds with the
broader interests of faculty and with the varied
needs of colleges and universities today. In

come to move beyond the tired old 'teaching ver-

catalyst, a reexamination of the meaning of

sus research' debate and give the familiar and

scholarship has much larger implications for the

honorable term 'scholarship' a broader, more capacious meaning, one that brings legitimacy to
the full scope of academic work" (pp. 15-16).
This debate over priorities is not disciplinespecific but extends across the higher education

professionif scholarly activity is mural to the
work of ow profession, than how we define

community. Nevertheless, each discipline has
specific concerns and problems. For history. the
privilege given to the monograph in promotion
and tenure has led to the undervaluing of other

activities central to the life of the discipline
writing textbooks, developing courses and curricula.
documentary
editing,
museum
exhibitions, and film projects, to name but a few.
Despite a number of efforts within recent years to

give greater recognition to such work, a traditional, hierarchical conceptualization of what
constitutes historical scholarship, based on the

or disseminating historical knowiedge and understanding" (Report of the Ad Hoc Cc' =mince
on the Future of the AHA, 1988, p. 1), then the

.

4.1.- fib

German university model, continues to dominate

Scholarship Reconsidered.- Priorities for the

and restrict our profession's rewards structure.

Professoriate (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1990), Boyer argues that
"a wide gap now exists between the myth and the
reality of academic life. Almost all colleges pay
lip service to the trilogy of teaching, research,
and service, but when it comes to making judgt: :nts about professional performance, the three
rarely are assigned equal merit. ... The time has

There is little recognition of the diverse interests
and talents of today's historians or of the changes
that they undergo over the course of their careers.
The situation is unlikely to change until we as a
profession consciously rethink the fundamental
meaning of historical scholarship and the role of
the historian as scholar today. While frustration
over the academic rewards structure may be the

AHA Committees from page 18

scholarship determines what it means to be a historian and who is part of the historical COITUTIUnity. The AHA defines the history profession in
broad, encompassing tams, but is that definition
meaningful as long as only certain kinds of work
are valued and deemed scholarly within our discipline? If the historical profession is a broad
community of individuals committed to "teaching, researching, writing, or otherwise providing
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virtually exclusive identification of historical

be" or "is." Any statement from the Asso-

scholarship with the monograph is inappropriate
and unfairly undervalues the work of a significant portion of professional historians. Just how
many historians are excluded by a narrow defini-

ciation must be adaptable to the varied

tion of scholarship? According to data horn a

1985-86 study conducted by the American
Council of Learned Societies, only 41.8 percent
of historians surveyed have published one or

more scholarly books or monographs during
their careers.

The AHA Ad Hoc Committee
Within this context, the American Historical

Association agreed in 1991 to participate
in two initiatives that call for the development of

discipline-specific redefinitions of scholarly
work. The first, conducted by Syracuse University and supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education and the Lilly
Endowment, focuses on enhancing the status of
teaching within the faculty rewards system.

Eighteen professional associations are taking
part in this effort. In the second project, eleven
professional associations have agreed to undertake a variety of efforts to increase recognition
for scholarship-based professional service. The
cosponsors of this project are the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Col-

leges, the University of Maryland at College
Park, and Wayne State University, with support
from the Johnson Foundation. Those two projects have in turn contributed to a third initiative
in which the Association has taken part, the Forurn on Faculty Roles and Rewards sponsored by
the American Association for Higher Education
and funded by the Fund for the Improvement of
Post Secondary Education.
The Association's agreement to take pan in
these projects rested on five assumptions:

1. That problems associated with the
faculty rewards system are not disciplinespecific. Hence, individual disciplines
and their associations may be a good place

to start, but they cannot be expected to
bring about reform single-handedly.
Similar initiatives must be launched
within higher education associations and

college and university administrations if
there is to be any substantial change.

2. That the AHA's role should not be to
prescribe a certain formula but rather to
suggest alternative ways of conceptualizing scholarly work and to provide examples of the different ways in which history

departments have addressed this issue.
The emphasis should be on what "can be"

considered scholarship, not what "must

20

needs of different departments and institutions and leave roan for individual and in-

Gerald F. Lindeman. University of Michi
David Miller, Carnegie Mellon Universi
James B. Gardner. AHA Acting Executiv
Director, ex officio

stitutionalchoion.
3. That a redefmition of scholarly work
should not diminish or undermine historical research but rather extend and enhance
it. Nor should a redefinition lead to a competitive situation --the relationship of research to other scholarly work should be

viewed as complementary not competi-

tive. Researchas well as teachingremains at the heart of the profession.

4. That the Association's concern is
with historians' activities that relate directly to their research and teaching,
broadly defined, and not with public
service, civic involvement, or other service to ti.eir institutions and communities.
While the latter are valuable and should

be encouraged, they do not draw upon
the historian's professional or discipli-

nary expertise and cannot be charac-

AnenellatitledY bY"ThEugeenNeeRicrn
New cAAntien:acnh C°Scholl

Scholarship and the Purposes of the Universi
provided the context for the ad hoc coinmi
work. The Rice essay provides an *Item

conceptualization of scholarly work: He
poses that the trilogy of research, teaching,
service be abandoned in favor of a more inclus

four-part definition of scholarship. In so do*
the discussion broadens from issues of bal
within the campus-defined function of prole
to the larger roles and obligations of the schol
brewing on ihe werl: f
Elrnan, Ernest Lynton, Lee Shulman, and
Rice breaks scholarship down into four disti
yet interrelated components:

1. The advancement of knowledge
essentially original research.

terized as scholarly.

5. That reform efforts should focus on
increasing flexibility within the system
and avoid the imposition of additional requirements on already overburdened tenure-track faculty. Moreover, priorities
should change concomitantly in institu-

tional support for faculty. The point
should be to change priorities and increase options, not to demand more or increase faculty workloads.
Rather than addressing the two issues (teaching and service) separately, the AHA decided to
combine the two efforts into one and develop a
more comprehensive statement on the nature of
scholarly work and the structure of the tenure and

rewards system. Toward that end, an ad hoc
committee was convened, composed of:

Robert A. Blackey, AHA Vice President for
Teaching (1991-95), California State University. San Bernardino
Blanche Wiesen Cook, AHA Vice President

for Research (1990 .-94), John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, CUNY
Susan Socolow, AHA Vice President for the
Profession (1989-92), Emory University

Philip V. Scarpino, Indiana UniversityPurdue University at Indianapolis, representing the
Organization of American Historians
Noel J. Stowe, Arizona State University, representing the National Council on Public History
James Powell, Syracuse University
Roger Sharp, Syracuse University
Carlin Barton, University of Massachusetts

2. The integration of knowledgesynthesizing and reintegrating knowledge, revealing new patterns of meaning and new

relationships between the parts and the
whole.

3. The application of knowledgemfessional practice directly related to an in
dividual's scholarly specialization.

4. The transformation of knowledge
through teachingincluding pedagopical
content knowledge and discipline-specific
educational theory.
Rice concludes:

We know that what is being proposed
challenges a hierarchical arrangement of
monumental proportionsa status system
that is firmly fixed in the consciousness of
the present faculty and the academy's organizational policies and practices. What
is being called for is a broader, more open
field where these different forms of scholarship can interact, inform, and enrich one
another, and faculty can follow their interests, build on their strengths, and be rewarded for what they spend most of their
scholarly energy doing. All faculty ought
to be scholars in this broader sense, deepening their preferred approaches to know-

ing but constantly pressing, and being
pressed by peers, to enlarge their scholarly

capacities and encompass other - -often
contraryways of knowing (p. 6).
Redefining continued page 22
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An Expanded Definition of Historical Scholarship
rad hoc conunittee then applied this fruneworic to the history discipeline, using as a starting point the following passage from the AHA's
Statement on Standards of Professional Conduct (1992):
Scholarship, the uncovering and exchange of new information and
the shaping of interpretations. is basic to the activities of the historical
profession. The profession communicates with students in textbooks
and classrooms; to other scholars and the general pubiic in books, articles, exhibits, films, and historic sites and structures; and to decisionmakers in memoranda and testimony (p. 5).
That description is clearly broader than the traditional definition of scholarship as original research, and it provided the committee with the basis for
developing an expanded list of activities appropriate for consideration under
a more inclusive tenure and promotion system. The list that follows is basically an inventory of activities that can be scholarly but does not address
when a particular activity is scholarly and when it is notthat is an issue of
evaluation, as discussed below. For example, teaching can be a scholarly activity, but all teaching is not scholarly in nature.
Using the Rice formulation of scholarship, the committee proposes that
within history:
1. The advancement of knowledge includes:
Original researchbased on manuscript and printed sources, material culture, oral history interviews, or other source materials
published in the form of a monograph or refereed journal article;
disseminated through a paper or lecture given at a meeting or conference or through a museum exhibition or other project or program; or
presented in a contract research report, policy paper. or other commissioned study.
Documentary or critical editions.
Translations.
2. The integration of knowledge includes:

Research. writing, and manikin& in history education and in other
disciplines allied to history.
Development of courses, curricula, visual materials, and teaching
materials (including edited anthologies, textbooks, and software}
implonerned in the classroom or disseminated through publications
(books, professional newsletter articles. etc.), papers (annual meetings.
teaching conferences, etc.), or non-paint loons.
Organization and participation in collaborative content-bawd programs (workshops, seminars, etc.) with the sthools.
Participation in developing and evaluating advanced placement
and other forms of assessment.
Museum exhibitions, catalogues, lectures, film, radio, etc.public
programs as forms of teaching.

While the charge to the committee was to develop a discipline-spec
definition of scholarly work, the above formulation would be applicable
well to interdisciplinary work by historians. The committee did not address
however, the relative value of or weight that should be given to such work.

Weighting, Documentation, and Evaluation
A s indicated earlier, this list of activities should not be viewed as

.rior definitive but rather as suggestive of how historical scholarship can
redefined to be more inclusive and multidimensional. While the breakdo
provides a good starting point for departmental reassessment of promotion and

Synthesis of scholarshippublished in a review essay (journal or
anthology), textbook, newsletter, popular history, magazine, encyclopedia, newspaper, or other form of publication; disseminated

tenure criteria, any such effort must also take into account the mission and goals
of the individual department and the institution of which it is a part. Even if a
department adopts the redefinition, it must still determine for itself the appropriate balance among the four components and the relative weight to be assigned
to cacti. A central question that every department should address is whether
these is a single mix or balance that each individual within the department must
achieve or whether there is room for individuals to weight categories of work
differently, as long as the department overall achieves a balance consistent with
its mission.
But agreeing on an appropriate definition of scholarly work is only the first

through a paper or lecture given at a meeting or conference or

stepimplementation is impossible without the deveiopmeni tit appropnate

through a museum exhibition, film, or other public program; or presented in a contract research report, poi icy paper. or other commissioned study.
Edited anthologies, journals, or series of volumes comprised of the
work of other scholars.
3. The application of knowledge includes:
Public history, specifically:
Public programming (exhibitions, taws, etc.) in museums and
other cultural and educational institutions.
Consulting and providing expert testimony on public policy and
other matters.
Contract research on policy formulation and policy outcomes.
Participation in film and other media projects.
Writing and compiling institutional and other histories.
Historic preservation and cultural resource management.
Administration and management of historical organizations and
institutions.
Archival administration and the creation of bibliographies and
databases.
Professional serviceediting journals and newsletters, organizing
scholarly meetings, etc.

strategics for documentation and evaluation. Work that cannot be documented
and evaluated does not merit reward. But how is the work to be documented? It
is relatively simple to provide copies of books or articles produced as p.zt of
one's research, but how is an innovative classroom activity or a museum exhibit
documented? Advocates of the redefinition of scholarly work maintain that
scholarship is strengthened when other activities are included, but it is difficult
to demonstrate scholarly quality and rigor when documentation involves no
more than counting or identifying. New forms of documentation such as portfolios and reflective essays must be implemented.
Attention also must be given to peer review and evaluation. Who will evaluate this scholarship? Do you require out&de reviewers for teaching as you do
for research? How do you secure the reviewers needed to evaluate wait outside
the usual expertise of faculty. such as museum exhibitions arid computer software? What will be the criteria for evaluation? In *presentation entitled "What

Makes It Scholarly" at the Confcroice on Redefinition and Assessment of
Scholarship, which was sponsored by Syracuse University in 1992, Ernest Lynton suggested that evaluation criteria might include the expertise informing the
choices made, the appropriatenew and effectiveness of the choices, the originality and degree of innovation manifested in the activity, the difficulty of the tac.k
aoximplished, and the scope NW importance of the activity. Lyrsco's criteria focus on the process of scholarship rather than the product, thus encompassing a
wider range of work than the monograph a journal article. For an example of
how documentation and evaluation has been addressed for a noraraditional fern
of scholarship (museum exhibitions), see Thomas 1. Schlereth,"Museiun Exti-

Community service drawing directly upon scholarshipthrough
state humanities councils (e.g., public lectures), history day competitions, etc.
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bitian Reviews: Inuoduction," Journal of Arnerican History (June 1989),pp. 192-95.
As each department or institution develops or
adopts standards and etiter;a appropriate to its own
mission and goals, the problem of transferability

from one institution to another ariseswill a
scholar with nontraditional credentials fund his or
her mobility restricted? It is likely, for example, that
the most prestigious research universities will continue to weight those activities claasified under "advancement of knowledge" very heavily in
appointment and promotion decisions. Thus senior

members of a department have an obligation to
counsel junior colleagues not only about the criteria
for promotion in their own institution but also about
the realities that govern advancement in the profession beyond that institution.
For further discussion of these issues (weighting,
documentation, and evaluation) within the broader
higher education context, see Robert M. Diamond
and Bronwyn E. Adam, eds., Recognizing Faculty
Work. Reward Sys:erns for the Year 2000 (JosseyBass Publishers, 1993); Russell Edgerton, Patricia

Hutchings, and Kathleen Quinlan, The Teaching
Portfolio: Capturing the Scholarship in Teaching

(American Association for Higher Education,
1991); Sandra E. Elman and Sue Marx Smock, Professional Service and Faculty Rewards: Toward an
buegrated Structure (National Association of State

Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, 1985); and
Ernest A. Lyman and Sandra E Elmer., New Priorities for the University (Jossey-Bass Publishers.
1987). Each addresses both theory and practice and
provides additional bibliographic citations. The Forum on Faculty Roles and Rewards of the Amencan
Association for Higher Education (AAHE) has assembled a resource packet that includes not only a
bibliography of articles and monographs but also a
list of unpublished campus documents that address
issues of faculty priorities and the reward system.
Contact the Forum at the AAHE offices. One Du-

two comprehensive instinuions, aid two doctoral-level universities. Moreover, the departments vary in terms of the highest degree
offeredfive offer the B.A., two the MA., and

one the Ph.D.and in size from ten to nearly
thirty faculty each These articles provide both
valuable illustrations of alternative faculty rewards systems and direction in addressing documentation and evaluation questions.
The pertinent articles from the OAH Co&usci: of
Chairs Newsletter are:
From the Apri11988 issue:

Carol S. Gruber, "Evaluating Teaching at William Paterson College."

Anthony 0. Edmonds, 'The Evaluation and
Reward of Teaching: Confessions of a Department Head Who Agreed to Chair r Blue Ribbon
Committee an Evaluating Ttatching."
Front the June 1991 issue:

Russell Edgerton. "The Teaching Porifolio
Recogning the Scholarship in Teaching."
Peter Seldin and Linda F. Annis, "The Teaching Portfolio."

John Barber, "The Teaching Portfolio: At

Kendrick A. Cl=nents, "Promotion and Tenure for Public Historians."
From the October 1989 issue:

Donald R. Whitnah, "Faculty Evaluation at the
University of Northern Iowa."
Raymond G. Herbert, "Faculty Evaluation at
Thomas More College."
Charles P. Carlson, Jr., "Faculty Evaluation at
the University of Denver."

Louise E. Hoffman, "Faculty Evaluation at
Pennsylvania State University at Harrisburg."
From the December 1989 issue:

Robert W. McAhren, "Teaching Evaluation at
Washington and Lee University."
Charles R. Bailey, "Assessing Teaching Effectiveness at SUNY-Geneseo."

Last, a Panacea."
Anthony 0. Edmonds, "The Teaching Portfolio: A Personal Witness by a Department Chair."
James Wilkinson, "Documenting Feedback in
the Teaching Portfolio."
From the Public HistorianPhilip V. Scarpino, "Some Thoughts on Defining, Evaluating, and Rewarding Public Scholarship,"Public Historian 15 (spring 1993): 55-61.

For copies of the newsletters, C. ntact the Organization of American Historians, 112 North
Bryan Street, Bloomington, IN 47408-4199,
(812) 855-7311. For the Public Historian, contact the Department of History, University of
California, Santa Barbara, California 931069410, (803) 893-3667.

This Summer, Learn to Make
Historical Documentaries
The George Washington University's Center for

History in the Media presents its 1994 Summer

pont Circle, Suite 360, Washington. IX 20036-

Institute. In this intensive

1110, (202) 293-6440.
five-week course, you'll

Case Studies in Faculty Roles
and Rewards

learn from experts. You'll focus on applying hi:-

Ebr a discussion of these tenure and promotion is sues within the specific context of the history
profession, see the April 1988,0ctober and December 1989, and June 1991 issues of the OAH Council
of Chairs Newsletter and the spring 1993 issue of
the Public Historian. The first and the last provide
discussions of promotion and tenure within the con-

text of public history, and the 1991 issue of the
Newsletter focuses on evaluating teaching. The
other two issues present case studies of policies and
procedures at eight very different public and private
colleges and universities, including a two-year senior college, three general baccalaureate institutions,

toricai methods to filmmaking, and you'll gain
hands-on experience in the technical aspects of

filmmaking, such as camera work, lighting, sound, and
editing. This year's film's topic is "Polio and the Lost Generation."

For more a free brochure and on application:

The

(all (202) 994-6787 or

e

Write: GW Center for History and the Media
2300 6 Street, NW Room 503
Washington, D.C. 20052
or Fax. (202) 994-6231
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Padwa said. "It's letting the girls be
aware that they can lead productive
careers al w.ence and still be femintne." Ms. Padwa, a science teacher
from Port Jefferson, helped create
the Symposium for Girls Exploring
Mathematics and Science, which ran
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science offers.

a national reputation as a center for
science education, agreed to act as
guides into those worlds, escorting
the teen-agers into their laboratories
and detailing the opportunities that

math and science. Two dozen female
professors at Stony Brook, which has

largely male bastions: the worlds of
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try doesn't have enough mathematicians and scientists to write off half
the population."

ItS first conference today. "This coun-

iu the biological sciences, they remain underrepresented in physics,
Applied mathematics and engineer-

.Although women have made gains
in some scientific fields, particularly

Eighth-, 9th. and 10th-grade girls were invited yesterday to the State
invited to Stony Brook for a day of University of New York at Stony Brook, L3., for a day of encourageencouragement and exploration of ment and exploration of academic disciplines that remain largely male
academic disciplines that remain
"The goat Is awareness," Linda
Men at the Top

cost," she said.
The girls, 8th, 9th and 10th graders
from 31 Long Island schools, had been

education, sometimes at personal

must follow a narrow pathway of

difficult choices. "To excel in science,
which is still a conservative field, you

world of science must often make

she said later that women in the

New York at Stony Brook. "There is
no reason at all to encumber yourself
with a husband and family. Postpone
ale long as you Ca "
That view might seem extreme, but

school girls who gathered today in an
auditorium at the State University of

energy, a lot of intellectual ability,"
she told the junior and senior high

.'"These years between IS and 35,
this is a time when you have a lot of

established.
The Valuable Yeats

only after the science training has
occurred and the career has been

trip/Ms.
..The lesson that Professor Burrows
was trying to impart had more to do
with a formula for life and work than
the properties of organic compounds.
Her message: a scientific career and
motherhood can be made to mix, but

was a photograph of her 18-month-old

ol'the architecture of a carbon molecule or the text of a complex theory. It

. Long Island schoolgirls when Cynthia
Burrows, a chemistry professor, projected the slide onto the screen.
What startled the students wasn't a
chart of the periodic table or a model

STONY BROOK, L.I., Jan. 11
A
gasp rose from the audience of 300
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suffer from a N :k of confidence In
their abilities and abandon the sci-

only 70 are women.
Hanna Nekvasil, an associate professor of earth ar d space sciences at
Stony Brook, sayt that In general It is
harder to keep wt men in science programs, that wonwn are more likely to

Academy of Sett noes, for instance,

Of 1,750 membes of the National

mg. I he top echelons of science are
overwhelmingly. dominated by men.

77

Despite gains by
women, men
dominate the top
ranks of science.

bastions: the worlds of math and science. Hanna Nekvasil, an associate
professor of earth and space sciences at Stony Brook, gave a tour of the
college's experinieataLogtrazgy lab,
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ostly

the sciences.

a matter of different learning styles.
They said that some teachers do not
know how to accommodate the need
that many girls have for a less abstract, more pragmatic approach to

women drop out of science programs
than men," she said. Often, science
teachers at the symposium said, It is

science, and that more freshmen

freshman year of college was as very
critical year for women interested in

"What %se have found is that the

The Appeal of Rocks

Today, Professor Nekvasil shep-

glories of geology.
Some students said that they were
interested in science but had not

and offered them a soft sell on the

The professor gave the girls pieces
of granite and hardened lava to hold,
showed them how to examine a sliver
of rock under an electron microscope,

the crystallized structures of rocks.
"How many of you think rocks are
boring?" she asked, as a few of her
charges put their hands in the air.
"You won't by the end of the class."

herded nine girls into her experimental petrology lab, where she studies

from the summer she spent as an
intern on Ascension Island in the
South Atlantic, helping to launch
weather balloons for the National

life in science. She showed pictures

instead presenting a slide show of her

Burrows shied away from some of
the drier aspects of her discipline,

In her half-hour talk, Professor

A Life In Pictures

ceed," she said.

to see how hard they work to suc-

her. "It helps me to see these women,

er sense of the possibilities open to

scientists for a day gave her a strong-

tor, and that being among female

was thinking about becoming a doc-

at Hicksville High School, said she

either something in math or science,
or maybe computer programming."
Jeyce Capizzano, 15, a sophomore

in medicine, but now I'm thinking

from Garden City. "I was interested

formed any specif ic plan.
"I'm not really sure yet," said Roopal Sarnpat, a 15-year-old sophomore

scientists of the next generation."

someday play. "This is all going to
happen in the next generation," she
said. "And you are going to be the

the girls in the auditorium might

As her audience oohed and ahhed,
the professor talked of other scientific advances, like the mapping of the
human genome, and of the part that

said, came about as a result of in
vitro fertilization.

daughter, Laurel, one of the triplets,
given her after she had amniocentesis. Professor Burrows told the students that she had her children at the
age of 39, a little older than most of
them might want to try, but assisted
by modern science: the triplets, she

showing the chromosomes of her

There was even a magnified slide

where she did postdoctoral work, and
of a white-water rafting trip she took
while attending an organic chemistry
symposium in Montana.

lab window in Strasbourg, France,

ministration; of the view from her
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invited to Stony Brook for a day of University of New York at Stony Brook, LI, for a day of encourageencouragement and exploration of ment and exploration of academic disciplines that remain largely male
academic disciplines that remain
(rfirioal is awareness," Linda
largely male bastions: the worlds of
Men at the Top
Padwa said. "It's letting the girls be
math and science. Two dozen female
aviare
that they can lead productive
.Although women have made gains
professors at Stony Brook, which has
in science and still be femi- in some scientific fields, particularly
a national reputation as a center for careers
n1ne Ms. Padwa, a science teacher in the biological sciences, they rescience education, agreed co act as
guides into those worlds, escorting from Port Jefferson, helped create main underrepresented in physics,
the Symposium for Girls Exploring applied mathematics and engineerthe teen-agers Into their laboratories
Mathematics and Science, which ran
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and detailing the opportunities that
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cpst," she said.
The girls, 8th, 9th and 10th graders Eighth-, 9th- and 10th-grade girls
were invited yesterday to the State
from 31 Long island schools, had been

must follow a narrow pathway of
education, sometimes at personal

difficult choices. "To excel in science,
which is still a conservative field, you

world of science must often make

she said later that women in the

this is a time when you have a lot of
energy, a lot of intellectual ability,"
she told the junior and senior high
school girls who gathered today In an
auditorium at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook. "There is
no reason at all to encumber yourself
with a husband and family. Postpone
14 long as you can."
That view might seem extreme, but

established.
The Valuable Years
."These years between 15 and 30,

was trying to impart had more to do
with a formula for life and work than
the properties of organic compounds.
Fier message: a scientific career and
motherhood can be made to mix, but
only after the science training has
occurred and the career has been

cule or the text of a complex theory. It
was a photograph of her 10-month-cid
t riplets.
The lesson that Professor Burrows

STONY BROOK, Ll- Jan.
A
gasp rose from the audience of 300
Long Island schoolgirls when Cynthia
Burrows, a chemistry professor, projected the slide onto the screen.
What startled the students wasn't a
chart of the periodic table or a model
ohthe architecture of a carbon mole-
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Hanna Nekvasil an associate professor of earth an space sciences at
Stony Brook, says hat In general it Is
harder to keen wot nen in science programs, that womo! are more likely to

Of 1,750 member; of the National
Academy of Sciences, for instance,
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women drop out of science programs
than men," she said. Often, science
teachers at the symposium said, it is

science, and that more freshmen

freshman year of college was a very
critical year for women interested in

"What we have found is that the
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glories of geology.
Some students said that they were

and offered them a soft sell on the

The professor gave the girls pieces
of granite and hardened lava to hold,
showed them how to examine a sliver
of rock under an electron microscope,

the crystallized structures of rocks.
"How many of you think rocks are
boring?" she asked, as a few of her
charges put their hands in the air.
"You won't by the end of the class."

herded nine girls into her experimental petrology lab, where she studies

from the summer she spent as an
intern on Ascension Island in the
South Atlantic, helping to launch
weather balloons for the National
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was thinking about becoming a doctor, and that being among female
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or maybe computer programming."
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in medicine, but now I'm thinking
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"I'm not really sure yet," said Roopal Sampat, a 15-year-old sophomore
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someday play. "This is all going to
happen in the next generation," she
said. ''And you are going to be the

the girls in the auditorium might

As her audience oohed and ahhed,
the professor talked of other scientific advances, like the mapping of the
human genome, and of the part that

said, came about as a result of in
vitro fertilization.

daughter, Laurel, one of the triplets,
given her after she had amniocentesis. Professor Burrows told the students that she had her children at the
age of 39, a little older than most of
them might want to try, but assisted
by modern science: the triplets, she
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There was. even a magnified slide

lab window in Strasbourg, France,

ministration; of the view from her
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Success and Survival Strategies
for Women Faculty Members
by Bernice Resnick Sandler
Despite much progress in academe over the last twenty years,
some patterns hardly have changed at all. On virtually every
college and university faculty, the higher the rank, the fewer
the women. The more prestigious the institution, the field, or
the department, the fewer the women. At every rank, in
every type of institution, in every field, women faculty members on the whole earn less than men, even when factors such
as age, quality of degree preparation, years of experience, and
publications are taken into account. Women are less Rely to
receive tenure, and it takes them longer to get it.
Many explanations have been given as to why women do
not progress as far or as fast as men, although it is beyond our
scope to explore the reasons here in detail. Generally, however, they fall into three categories: structural, psychological,
and sociological.
The structural explanation emphasizes the nature of the
work environment. Characteristics of the organizational situation, rather than inner traits or skills of women faculty members, are viewed as primary determinants of how women
function on the job. For example, women with children are
more likely to spend a greater proportion of their time on parenting than men. Therefore, an institution that makes no
allowance for child rearing when a woman has parental responsibilities and is also preparing for tenure presents structural barriers to women's advancement, even though the institution
appears to treat men and women alike. Many people believe
that structural changeespecially in terms of organization,
policies, and practicesis essential for equity to develop.
The psychological explanation focuses on :he individual. It
suggests that for a variety of reasons many women lack skills
and traits necessary to compete successfully. This explanation
assumes that if women are taught certain skills such as how to
speak assertively, how to "dress for success," and how to handle a budget they will be successful. The burden of change is
on women rather than the institution, because this person.
centered explanation implies that to a large degree, women
are misfits and need to adopt organizational behavior that is

essentially male. Apart from the obviousthat women are
not menthe supposition is that the existing structure is the
"right" one and therefore does not need to change and that
Bernice Resnick Sandler is senior associate at the Center for
Women Policy Studies (CWPS) in Washington, D.C. and editor of
the newsletter About Women on Campus, which is published by
the National Association for Women in Education in cooperation
wth CWPS.

male career patterns (such as no work interruptions for family
matters) are the only acceptable norm.

The third explanation focuses on the social barriersprimarily how men relate to womenand include!: a wiale rang?.
of behaviors such as discrimination, stereotyping, and the discomfort that each gender may feel with the other. Certainly
in our society men have been socialized to be dominant over
women, and this translates into innumerable social barriers for
women. Men (and women) may expect women to be passive,
thus creating self-fulfilling prophecies. Women may be
excluded from informal contact and thus learn less about the
informal politics of a department or professional opportunities. Stereotypes may lead to inaccurate perceptions and
expectations concerning women. Some men may make sexual
jokes and innuendos and engage in sexual harassment. Such
behaviors often make women uncomfortable and angry; the
emotional energy and time that women expend, in turn, may
also affect their productivity.
These three explanations obviously are intertwined; none
by itself is sufficient to explain the difficulties women face in
the workplace. All three explanations contribute to our
understanding of what happens on the job; all three need to
be addressed if workplaces are to become more equitable.
This paper focuses only on one strategy--how to help
women change their behaviors in order to enhance their own
careers. It does not deal with the structure of the workplace
or with the societal issues that make it difficult for women to
participate actively and succeed in the workplace, although it
does include some strategies for responding to differential
treatment. Thus the paper is an incomplete blueprint for
equity. However much a woman attends to factors that might
enhance her chances of moving ahead, many other major
factors over which she may have little or no control may outweigh her own efforts, no matter how extensive and appropriate they might be.
Women who are also members of a minority group are even
more likely to have difficulty in the workplace. Often they
face "double disci =Mations: once for being female, once for
being racially or ethnically different. Minority women may be
even more isolated from their colleagues and face hostility
from men (both white and minority) as well as from white
women. They are more likely to be seen as "tokens," regard.
less of their qualifications.' The unintentionally derogatory

.

description"qualified minority woman"implies that
although minority women are generally not qualified, this par
ticular woman is an exception to the rule.
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"Outsiders" such as all women and people of color are likely
to suffer from inattention and overattention. In many
instances, minority women are more likely to be singled out
and judged according to stereotyped expectations than other
women so that differences between women of color and white
women may be exaggerated.
&cause of their small numbers on most campuses, minority
women may have heightened visibility and thus may be subject to more scrutiny that. their minority male or female colleagues. Minority women may receive less feedback about
their work than white women or minority men, and thus they
may need to seek out feedback more actively than other
women. Indeed. minority women generally have to work
harder than majority women to survive in academe.
I have included a wide array of strategies so that individual
women may select those they find most helpful. Not all of
this advice is applicable or useful for everyone. Some women
may disagree or feel uncomfortable with a specific strategy.
Some strategies may not be appiwilate for particular situations; some strategies may need to be changed.
This list of strategies is not inclusive; many persons will
want to add their own. These strategies come not only from
people who have written on the subject but also from hundreds of conversations I have had with women and men over
many years as I have traveled from campus to campus. Many
have been tested on campuses I have visited where women
and men have questioned, clarified, and sharpened these
strategies.
Not included are many strategies that are important to both
men and women; instead, I have focused on those that are
particularly important for women or may not have been widely discussed elsewhere. Thus, this paper should be read in
conjunction with other guides or books about "success," some
of which are listed at the end of this paper.
Lastly, it is important to keep in mind that although not
every woman wants to get "to the top," the information in
this paper is not only helpful in planning where you want to
be but also in staying there. Unlike men, for whom success
often means fame ..nd power, for many women success means
survival. Whatever your goals, I hope this paper will help
you in some way.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The SUNYAlbany Women's Concerns Committee lists four
basic recommendations for women faculty members.'
O Be active and energetic on your own behalf. Do not
assume that anyone else will look out for your interests
o Develop a strategy now that will guide your progress as a
scholar, teacher, and colleague over the next five years.
O Seek information, advice, and assistance in developing,
implementing, and revising your strategy. Do not make major

decisions without talking to other people.
O Keep careful records of your activities as a scholar, teacher,
and colleague. Begin immediately to create a tenure file.
Here are some other general strategies.
O Work on more than one project at a time.
O Actively seek feedback from colleagues, senior faculty
members, and your department chair. Do not assume that no
feedback means there are no problems. Because women are
less likely to get feedback than men, and because evaluations
from male supervisors may not be given until something is
wrong, it is important to deliberately seek it so that problems,
if any, can be identified and dealt with. If you do not get a
formal evaluation at the end of your first year, ask for one.
Your evaluation should be performed annually and put in
writing. If your evaluation is negative and you believe the
comments are legitimate, you should discuss them with your
chair to plan what you need to do to improve. If you believe
any negative comment is not accurate, provide written materials to refute the evaluation.
O Talk with women of different races, from different classes,
with different sexual orientations, from different places in the
academic hierarchy. Find a mentor. Get feedback, strategies.
Develop your own r 2tworks. Find out what others have done
in individual instances or what women's groups or minority
groups have done to effect change. (Some of these subjects
are discussed in greater detail throughout this paper.)

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
AND HOW TO LEARN IT
Most of the formal knowledge you'll need is contained in documents such as the faculty handbook. B. sure to obtain the
written policies about tenure, promotion, and retention.
Ask for a written job description if you do not already have
one. if there is none, write it yourself and ask your chair if the
description is accurate. When agreed upon, have the chair
sign it. Another technique is to send your description along
with a note to the chair saying, "If I have not heard from you
by (date), i will assume that you agree with this."
Learn what services are available from the department and
from the institution, such as clerical help, release time, research assistance, and financial support. Learn what sources
of help for research are available outside the institution.
Check out fellowship and grant directories such as the
Foundation Directory. Check with friends and colleagues for
other sources. Some professional organizations have lists of
grant support. Check sources of support on existing research
in your field.
See the grants officer at your institution if your institution

has one. That person can help with sources, check with foun
dations and agencies about the appropriateness of your proposal, and also help you develop your proposal.
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In addition to written information, there is a good deal of
unwritten information that is essential. Every institution and
department has its own culture. There are unwritten organizational structures, rules, and customs, and women have less
opportunity to learn what these are. Some examples are:
Who are the powerful people in the department? In the division? What are the informal rules? How much deference does
one show to the people in power? Which behaviors are valued and which are not? (The purpose of this question is not
necessarily to force conformity but to help you make an
informed choice: about how you want to behave.)
A lot of information about the tenure process is not written
down. Allies are needed on the tenure committee; how does
one obtain them? Doing excellent research may not be
enough; it is helpful to know in which publications to publish, which to avoid, what conferences to attend, and so forth.
How can women get this sort of information! The best way
is to talk to people who have been involved in the process.
Talk with as many people as possible. "What would you have
liked to know when you began the tenure process?" is a good
question.
Talk regularly with your department chair in order to gain
information about the department, the tenure process, and
how you are fitting into the department. Learn from others
which institutional and departmental committees are valued
by your department so that you can try to serve on those.
Talk to people about sources for research support that may not
be generally known or available.

NETWORKING AND MENTORING
Mentors and informal networks can provide information,
strategies, support, and opportunities to meet others who can
provide the same things. Until recent years, most writers
examining mentoring and success believed that having a
mentor was essential to moving up. IvIentoring was described
as a long-term relationship where one person (usually a man)
took another person (usually another man) under his wing
and taught him the informal ropes of the profession, supported and encouraged him, introduced him to important people,
and opened doors for his advancement.
Women students and faculty members as well as other relative newcomers in academe often have difficulty in obtaining a
mentor. In part, because of their outsider status, women may
have less knowledge of how the system operates and what steps
to take to find a mentor. Additionally, to the extent that most
people are more comfortable with people like themselves,
some men may be uncomfortable mentoring women. They
may also believe that women are not likely to stay in their profession long enough to be worthy of the mentor's involvement
or that women are not capable of exceptional work and
achievements and therefore are not worthy of sponsorship.
D40

Women often turn to other women for mentoring. Unfortunately, there are not enough women in most departments
and fields to provide the intensive experiences needed for successful mentoring as traditionally conceived. As a result,
many women have focused on networking with both men and
women. Traditional mentoring involves a close relationship;
networking is more casual. But one can gain similar kinds of
help from both: some more easily from mentoring, others
more easily from networking. Most people need both in order
to survive: strong ties and weak ties. Networking can be defined, in a sense, as providing short -term, multiple mentors.
Many of the following suggestions are appropriate for both
networking and mentoring.)
Mentors and others who can help do not need to be professionally well-established. Colleagues at the same levelcolleagues in other departments, fields, and institutionscan
also be helpful. Get to know clerical workers and respect
them as you would professional colleagues. Not only can they
be helpful in getting things done, but they also can be another
valuable source of information about informal structure.
Talk with people at all levels: your department chair, senior
professors, junior faculty members in your own department,
women colleagues in other departments, people with research
interests similar to yours in other departments, people in your
discipline at other institutions. Take the initiative in seeking
out these people by calling and visiting them.
If you are seeking a mentor, don't wait passively until you
are asked. Introduce yourself. Ask a colleague to mention
your work to a potential mentor. Maximize informal contacts
with the person(s) you would like to have as a mentor by
working together, serving on the same committee or task
force, sharing information that might be helpful, attending
the same meetings. One way to begin might be asking for help
regarding the strengths and weaknesses of your work. Always
express appreciation for advice and criticism.
Don't limit your search for mentors to your own institution.
If appropriate, send a paper(s) with a letter asking for comments to persons who work in the same zreas, whose work you
have cited (or have cited you), who you met at a conference,
or who have been recommended to you by mentors at your
home institution. (But don't send book-length manuscripts
without prior encouragement.) Invite your potential mentor
to be a guest lecturer in your class or other group. Productive
researchers, among other things, maintain regular and close
contact (for example, telephone calls) with colleagues on and
off campus who conduct research on similar topics.'
The SONY- Albany Women's Concern's Committee suggests that you think of your own informal network as a personal "advisory committee."
Develop a "career cooperative" or other mutual support
group. This is not a therapy group but focuses on institutional
and professional issues.'
Keep in mind that relationships take time and effort.
Join your professional organization and offer to work on
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committees. Join caucuses and commissions in your professional organization that deal with women's and/or minority

from you in the next two weeks I will assume that my understanding of our meeting is correct."

issues.

Keep in mind that networking and mentoring are two-way
streets. Many women underestimate the amount of knowledge
they have about the academic system or about their organization, the contacts they have, the avenues they can use to help
someone else. You don't have to be at the top of the heap to
be a mentor. You, too, can provide information, strategies,
support, and opportunities to help other people and expand
their networks.

HANDLING DISCRIMINATION
Women do need to learn the same skills that men learn, but
they also need to-learn about the unique barriers that they as
women will encounter. Women are not treated in the same
ways as men are treated in the workplace. They get different
reactions from other people and they need to know what
these reactions are so that they can deal with them.

If women...aren't prepared in advance for (gender-I
related problems on the job, they will be stunned at the
first occurrence and have no relevant training to cope
with the inevitable. Because white men have not been

NEGOTIATING
Negotiating, although we often do not call it that, takes place
at many points in an academic career. Asking about the
terms of a job offer or about changing the conditions of your
work, whether for a change in salary or obtaining additional
space, all involve negotiating. Often women are uncomfortable with negotiating, and it is sometimes helpful to talk
about this with other people if you are uncomfortable about it.
Be specific about what you want. You probably have the
most power to negotiate at the time of a job offer. For example, if there is a chance that you might get a research assistant, this is the time to ask for one, rather than hope that
once you are settled you will be able to work things out.
Talk to others about w!, it they would have liked to have
asked for had they known more (such as parts of the benefit
package, travel to professional meetings, research support,
teaching load, sabbaticals, office space, equipment, and mortgage assistance from the institution).
Whether negotiating a job offer, a salary increase, or some
benefit, negotiate from a position of strength. Ask for a higher salary because of your achievements (which you describe)
and not because your children are going to college. Being one
of the "deserving poor" does not get you a raise in academe
(or anywhere else).
Once you are on the job, you may have to initiate negotiating for particular benefits. Do not assume that good wok
alone will merit what you think you deserve. In most instances, if you need clerical help, more equipment, or whatever, you will have to ask for it and negotiate.
After any negotiating session is concluded, be sure that you
have a summary of what was agreed upon in writing. You can
write a letter or memo summarizing the agreement. Martha
Tolpin suggests that such a memo cover the topics discussed
and the conclusions reached, both positive and negative. She
especially advises that people be very specific about time and
money issues and adds that if your counterpart negotiator does
not take the trouble to write you, your letter or memo will
constitute the written record.° As suggested earlier, you can
end si n a memo with a statement such as "If I do not hear

subject to subtle forms of discrimination, they cannot be
expected to appreciate how different their attitudes are
toward women business colleagues.
Women are outsiders and therefore at a disadvantage in
male-dominated organizations. All of us try to hire people like
ourselvesthe clone factor. We are all more comfortable
with people like ourselves. Also, some men lack confidence
or trust in women or have some level of anxiety about
women. They may be unsure about what working with a

woman is like or whether theyand the womancan handle
it. When men are uncomfortable and/or when they are
threatened by women's achievements, their informal behay.
iors are likely to communicate their discomfort and, in turn,
make women uncomfortable. For example, ignoring women's
comments or interrupting them keeps women off balance. To
the extent that women know and understand these behaviors,
they can better deal with them, or at least not be devastated
by them.
Pick your battles carefully. You can't raise every single issue
of sexism (you'll go crazy if you try!). There may well be disagreements and disagreeable behavior on the part of some
people, but not all of them are worth fighting about. Nevertheless, when things are very bad, they can't be ignored.
Sherita Caesar, a Motorola executive, said succinctly, "If you
won't tolerate an injustice from a friend or acquaintance, why
should you take it from a work associater°
Behavior that makes women uncomfortable often makes
them angry as well. However, reacting in an emotional or
retaliatory manner is often not effective. Similarly, ignoring
the behavior in the hope that it will go away is also ineffective because the lack of response is typically misinterpreted as
approval or not caring about the behavior. Ignoring had
behavior does not make it go away; indeed, it may get worse.
Many women find it helpful to confront the behavior by
specifically stating what they do not like and what they want
to happen: "You and 1 are going to be working together for a
long time. I'm uncomfortable when you refer to me as
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'Sweetie.' Ms- name is Mary, and that is what I want to be
called," or, "Look, whenever I make a suggestion it's ignored,
but when someone else makes the same suggestion, you react
to it positively. I'd like you to pay attention to the suggestions
I raise." Some women have responded lightly to sexist comments or jokes with words such as, "Uh-uh. That's a 'no-no.'
That's sexual harassment."
These techniques are most effective when used the first
time the behavior occurs, although they will also work later.
If you are feeling angry and cannot easily separate your feelings from your behavior, it is often wiser to wait until you can
react in a calm, collected manner.
Don't assume a paranoia attitude when bad things happen.
Look for an alternate explanation such as inefficiency, for
example. In real life, few plots occur; most people have neither the time, energy. nor ability to plot. It is easy to blame
other people and .putside factors or, conversely, to blame oneself. Instead, try to figure out what really went wrong. Talk to
others about it in terms of what happened and what to do
next.
Don't blame men as a group. They are not the enemy; sexism is. If you think you are being discounted, think of it as a
challenge and try to figure out what you can do: where do you
go from here? That's more productive than simple blaming
Sometimes men will test women with aggressive comments,
they ma say things that are either deliberately nasty or madvertently hostile. One way (not the only way) to respond is
with humor. One woman who was referred to at a panel as "a
lovely lady with whom I would hate to disagree" turned the
tables when she referred to the speaker as "a handsome gentleman with whom I would hate to disagree." Responding to
discriminatory comments with humor connotes strength, and
often through humor we can communicate thoughts that
would be far more threatening if they were communicated
directly.'
Sometimes humor can he used to make women feel uncomfortable. Aggressive humor can define and ridicule the outsider(s), and thereby create bonds among those who share the
laughter. One way to deal with aggressive humor is to pretend
ignorance and lack of understanding. When a colleague tells
a sexist joke, you can say, with a straight face, "I don't understand the joke. Would you tell it again?" There is nothing
worse for a joke-teller than to have someone not "get the
joke." You listen again, and then ask him (usually it's a "him")
to tell it a third time, perhaps then asking him for an explanation. Typically the joke-teller either will decide you have no
sense of humor or perhaps begin to understand that the joke is
inappropriate. In either event, he is not likely to tell you that
kind of joke again.
You can use a similar technique in responding to inappropriart questions or statements by taking them quite literally
and responding in kind. For example, if a male colleague
compliments you on your appearance during a professional
presentation, you can thank him, and then immediately corn-

pliment him on how nice he looks or what a beautiful suit he
is wearing.

Additional suggestions appear under "Sexual Harassment"
on page 8.

PERSONAL PRESENTATION
The way in which one presents oneself affects the way in
which colleagues and students make judgments. While it is
tempting to say that one's dress and manner should not count

and that one's work is what is really importantand in a better world this would be trueone needs to be aware of what is
expected in dress and behavior so that one can make a choice
as to how to respond. The problem is figuring out whether or
how to play the game with regard to some superficial behaviors while preserving one's own integrity and sense of self in
the more important areas. Cynthia Secor, director of Higher
Education Resource Services (HERS) Mid-America, recognizes the twin and sometimes conflicting needs of personal
expression and professional expectations and reconciles them
by advising, "When you dress 'up,' think of yourself as being
in professional disguise."''
Phyllis Saltzman Levy recommends that women should
emulate some behaviors that white males engage in and
explains wh she believes certain other behaviors should be
avoided:"
Baking cookies for meetings. If others bring to
to meetings, do the same.
Answering the communal phone. If you do so, you will be
asked to take messages and therefore give the appearance of
being a secretary.
Cleaning up after meetings. If you do it, you ate proving

that you like the role of tidying up. Leave when others least.
O Taking notes for meetings. If asked to do so, you can sas
that you do not have the time to get the notes out to every
one.'
Doing needlework in the presence of colleagues. The benefit of relaxation and enjoyment does not override the disadvantage of being viewed in a conventional and stereotyped
female role.
O Using apologetic speech and qualifying statements ("This
probably doesn't make sense"). If you sound incompetent and
weak, you may be perceived that way.
O Presenting a "sweet" image by always smiling, nodding
agreement, refusing to take a strong stand, using a "swet
tone of voice when intending to sound firm."
Levy also points out the danger of going to the opposite
extreme:
There is a difference between being feminine and acting
unprofessional. Some women lose sight of their female
identity. They buy into the white male system with es en
greater force and commitment tha white males. These
D42
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women never smile, even at appropriate times. They are
always very serious; there are times to be businesslike and
times not to be. Be able to laugh. Do not take yourself
too seriously. Do not start thinking of the opposite sex as
the enemy. The richness of the female experience is
worth maintaining. The objective is not to become a
white male. The objective is to be able to function in a
white male society."

SELF - CONFIDENCE AND MODESTY
An cagIc cgg Acts lost and ended up being found by some
chickens who raised the eagle. The eagle learned to peck
at the ground with his head down. One day another
eagle flew above, and the eagle on the ground sighed,
"Oh, I wish I .-,ould fly like that!"
We create many of our own limitations. Because most of
what we do is learned, we can learn many things we do not
think we are "good at." We choose many of the behaviors we
engage in. Many women have less self-confidence than their
male colleagues; this, in turn, may make them more cautious
about doing new things or taking risks. They doubt their own
abilities and are less likely to set high goals, and they may be
more fearful of failure than male colleagues.
Women have been socialized to he
lest, to play down
any attention to themselves. They ma) oelieve that it
"unladN like" to talk about their achievements. Women are
supposed to "wait" until they are noticed. That simply doesn't
work in academe or elsewhere. The American Psychological
Association's "Survival Guide to Academe for Women and
Ethnic Minorities" notes:
Women and ethnic minorities...have been taught to be
modest in presenting themselves. Further, they often
have a lack of knowledge and confidence about the significance of their contributions. Women are less likely
than men to attribute their successes to their own ability,
and more likely to blame their failures on a lack of ability
...Awareness of the self-labeling trap is important....
Self-effacement can affect how colleagues evaluate
your successes and failures and can diminish your selfesteem and confidence. When presenting yourself to
other faculty members, do not hide your achievements.

There is no place for false modesty when preparing
tenure documents You should concentrate on conveying favorably your strengths, accomplishments, and con-

tributions to the field, your department, and your
university"

If you don't tell anyone about a paper you published, they
simply may not know about it. If you don't tell people about
your ideas and achievements, they may begin to believe that

you have none. To the extent that women are devalued, it is
even more important for women than for men to display their

achievements.
Yet because of their low self-esteem, some women may find
it hard to believe in their own abilities. Even women who are
confident about their abilities may have difficulty in openly
talking about their skills and abilities; they see themselves as
"bragging," and to the extent they have been taught to be
modest, "bragging" seems unfeminineeven unnaturalto
some women.
Some women act "girlish." Others, attempting to please,
may smile excessively and try to be sweet, charming, and
modest. These are mannerisms that do not give the impression of confidence and ability. Some people may think a
woman who acts this way simply is not very brig:: !:.
people's minds "girlishness," sweetness, and modesty.
odesty are
incompatible with intelligence. Showing less confidence is
easily translated by many as being less competent.
Thus, self-deprecating remarks such as, "I'm not too good
with statistics" are more likely to be heard as expressing a lack
of competence and confidence rather than as expressing modesty about one's abilities. Indeed, because women often have
less self-esteem and have been "trained" to be excessively
modest (in contrast to men, who are "trained" to boast about
their skills), women's "modesty" can be a hindrance; it can
become a self-fulfilling prophecy or communicate to others
that one is not competent.
Women's speech often has been described by linguists, communication specialists, sociologists, and feminists as generally
being less assertive and more deferential. Women typically
use more qualifiers ("Perhaps there is a likelihood..." and add
tag questions such as, "It's hot, isn't it?" Their voices may go
up at the end of a sentence and their statements may begin
with apologies ("I'm probably wrong but..."). Men's speech,
in contrast, is typically more definitive, strongly assertive, and
often both competitive and combative in nature. Often the
proposed solution for these speech differences is to help
women learn to talk assertively, in the manner of men. While
this can be helpful, it presents still another dilemma for
women. Those who talk assertively may well be seen as "unfeminine' or, at worst, "castrating." No matter how women
speak, their style may viewed by others as "not quite right."
This is the difficulty in which women often find themselves: if
they are perceived as "feminine," they are not seen as capable
of functioning successfully in the world of work; if they act
"less feminine," they are not perceived as capable but as
"bitchy" instead. Thus, women often walk a fine line, between being "too feminine" or "too masculine."
Some researchers note that the less assertive style of speaking has positive value in fostering collaboration and encouraging others to participate."' A definitive statement such as,
"We must start a new committee" puts listeners in a position
of having to agree or disagree, and the status of the speaker
may well influence how they respond. In contrast, a statement such as, "Well, what do yot, think! Would a committee
be helpful!" allows people to express their opinions in a more
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collaborative manner and without regard to the status of the
speaker. Ideally, women and men alike need to learn to speak

in both stylesthe "masculine" and the "feminine " so that
each person can choose whatever is appropriate for the particular situation.

LETTING PEOPLE KNOW HOW GOOD YOU ARE
Merit is obviously necessary for survival and success, but merit
alone is not enough. Because women and the work they do is
often either ignored or devalued, it is even more important for
women than for men to be sure that others know how good
their work is. Her are some suggestions that might be helpful.
Work to get on programs at professional associations. In
addition to submitting individual papers, sometimes you can
submit a complete panel for the program. Work on projects,
committees, task forces, and reports with others as a way of
increasing yc or visibility. If you have been asked to serve on
too many committees and want to decline, explain why, and if
possible, suggest the names of other women or men. If you
have reason to believe that you have been selected because
you are a woman, state clearly that there are other people who
can represent women's concerns on the committee, and again
suggest other people. Be sure to let the people you suggested
know why you suggested them.
Do not apologize for yourself, any unique characteristics
you have, or experiences you have had. Make an asset out of
anything "different" from the male norm. For example, if you
took care of a famil', before returning to school for your doctorate, talk about your motivation perhaps being stronger
than that of students who may have gone on directly tc complete graduate school.

When you have done good workwhether it is publishing
an article in a prestigious journal, giving a presentation at a

conference, or solving an institutional problembe sure to
inform your colleagues and especially your department chair.
One way to do this is to send a short memo, "For your information," which encloses the article or describes what you did.
Be sure that professional information is put into your personnel folder.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

The few studies that have explored the extent to which
women faculty members have been sexually harassed by other
faculty members or administrators suggest that anywhere from
20 to 50 percent of women faculty members experience some
form of sexual harassment from colleagues or administrators.
If this happens to you, talk to someone. The director of
affirmative action, the head of a women's center, or the chair

of a committee on women's concerns, as well as other colleagues, can often be helpful. Having a conversation is not
the same as filing a complaint, and you may be able to get
some good advice about how to deal with the situation.
Find out what your institution's policy is and what your
options are. In almost all instances such behaviors are illegal,
but understandably most people do not want to file a formal
complaint within their institution or instigate a lawsuit.
Fortunately, there are other options that may be helpful.
Speak up when sexual harassment happens. Some of the
suggestions under "Handling Discrimination" on page 5 may

be helpful. It is important that you communicate that yni do
not like the behavior. Say something like, "I don't like this
behavior at all, and 1 want you to stop it." Labeling the
behavior as sexual harassment may be helpful. When nothing
is said, the harasser often believes, erroneously, that the
woman is enjoying his behavior.
Keep records, such as a journal or notes, that detail what
behavior occurred, when, where, witnesses (if any), how you
responded, and what the harasser did next. Should you decide
later to file a charge, these records can be used as evidence.
Just as important, writing. things down can help you sort out
your feelings about what has happened and help you figure
out what you want to do next.
Do not blame yourself. Women often wonder if they have
"caused" harassment. It is not something that a woman
causes; it is an action that the harasser has decided to take.

Write a letter to the harasser.' Many people have successfully stopped sexual harassment by writing a letter to the
harasser. Usually the harasser stops harassing the writer as
well as other women. The letter consists of three parts:

C3 Part one is a factual descriptionwithout evaluative
wordsof what has happened ("Last week you put your hand
on my knee").
Part two describes what the writer feels about the behavior
("I'm very upset about this," or, "I'm disgusted with you, and I
want to throw up when I see you.").
Part three consists of what the writer wants to have happen next ("I want your behavior to stop," or, "I want you to
treat me with the respect that colleagues deserve").
The letter is delivered either in person or by registered or
certified mail. The letter works in part because it is a private
communication; copies are not sent to the department chair,
dean, president, or the press. The writer keeps one copy for
herself. In most cases, the harasser is surprised that his behavior is viewed this way, and he also may be fearful of what the
writer is planning to do. Typically the harassment stops and
the harasser says nothing. If he wants to discuss it or apologize, the writer should simpi say something like "I'm not
going to discuss it; I just want your behavior to stop." The letter can be used as evidence should it fail to stop the harassment and if retaliation then occurs. It is important to keep in
mind that retaliation is prohibited to the same extent that
sexual harassment is prohibited.
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Moreover, women who understand these dynamics can take
the initiative and introduce their strong points, especially if
their interview gives them little opportunity to "display" their
strengths.
What if during a job interview someone asks if you have
children? It is not only inappropriate but illegal. One can
point out that it is illegal, but that may be difficult to do if you
want the job. You can respond, "No [or yes). Do you have
children?" Some women who have been asked if they plan to
have children and did not want to raise any doubt about their
future have responded with downcast eyes and stated that
they were sterile. When they became pregnant later, they
talked about the wonders of modern medicinea white lie
which some may find offensive but which, it should be noted,
is not about the applicant's qualifications but about an irrelevant obstacle to being evaluated fairly. Others who have children have responded to the underlying assumption that a
woman cannot have children and perform well on the job.
They have described the adequacy of their child care arrangements and their ability to maintain professional commitment.
Another strategy is to act puzzled: "I'm sorry, I don't understand what having children has to do with the job." And of
course, one can also respond playfully, and perhaps with a
smile and a small giggle, and say, "Oh, is this a zest to see how
1 would react to an illegal question?" or, "You didn't really
mean to ask that question, did you?"

OTHER SEXUAL ISSUES
In seeking out informal contacts with male colleagues, be
aware that friendly/professional behavior on your part may be
misinterpreted by some men as a sexual overture. If you want
to have lunch with a colleague, you may be able to defuse any
sexual misinterpretation by referring to your boyfriend or husband. if you have one, or inviting two znen or a man and
another woman. Having lunch in places where you are likely
to be seen by colleagues is also helpful. If you do this often in
visible places and with different colleagues, the act of having
lunch or dinner with someone may seem more ordinary.
Think twice before becoming involved in a sexual relationship with colleagues in your department, especially with
senior colleagues. Should the relationship fail, it could have a
negative impact on the tenure process, especially if there are
bad feelings. If your relationship is known, it may affect the
way in which colleagues and administrators judge your work
They may be more likely to believe that your good work was
done by your colleague rather than by you. Remember that
sexual "indiscretions" are usually forgiven men but held
against women. Even the hint of a sexual relationship can
undermine a women's professional reputation and reinforce
others' beliefs that her sexuality is more important than her
professional competence. Do not assume that a departmental
relationship can be kept secret for very long.

WORKING IN THE SYSTEM

INTERVIEWS

Interviews are often more stressful for women than for men
for several reasons. To the extent that women have less selfconfidence and esteem, they may feel uncomfortable and less
prepared. While overtly discriminatory actions are relatively
rare during interviews, there nevertheless may be real differences between the types of questions asked of men and of
women. Men may be more likely to be asked open-ended
questions such as, "How did you become interested in biochemistry?" This type of question allows the respondent to
portray him or herself in the best possible manner by selectively discussing those items which are most flattering and
impressive. In contrast, women may be more likely to be
asked more direct and factual questions such as, "How many
articles have you published?" or, "What courses have you
taught?" These types of questions give a woman less opportunity to display herself in an impressive manner. Moreover,
being asked factual questions can be a tens( experience; at
worst, it can be more like a grilling. To the extent that openended questions,may relax an interviewee, that person may
appear a more pleasant, more compatible potential colleague.
Knowing that different types of questions may be asked may
alleviate some of the discomfort women might experience.

As outsiders, women often can see more clearly the flaws in
the structure; they are faced with the constant tension of
wondering, "How do I fit into the structure?" and, "How do I
work to change the structure without risking rejection by the
structure?"
Almost every woman needs to make continual decisions
about how she fits into the system. She will undoubtedly be
advised by some to avoid women's issues both politically and
in the classroom. That may be a safer course, but doing so
exacts a heavy price. One cannot move ahead and be content
if one has denied important parts of oneself. Part of life is taking risks and accepting what comes with the choices you
make. No one can move ahead or survive without taking
some risks. If there are unpopular issues or subjects you want
to deal with, you may need to do so if you are to be at peace
with yourself. If you want to pursue women's issues, including
women's studies, go for it.
There are a number of ways you can deal with unpopular
issues in order to minimize damage to yourself. Developing
specific strategies and allies can make the difference between
a rocky but fulfilling career and a career that is dashed on the
rocks.
If you work on women's issues on campus, develop another
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area of expertise such as budgeting, faculty rights, or academic
freedom.
Encourage men to support women's issues. Work for and
with men: Where possible, seek out men who are more likely

Because women's behavior is often devaluedby faculty
members as well as studentseven when women faculty
members act the same, their behavior may be viewed differently. Thus, a strong woman faculty member may be seen as
rigid and controlling rather than intellectually rigorous and
challenging. The devaluation of women by both women and
men students may explain why women's teaching often receives lower evaluations than men's, as found in several studies. The devaluation by students can take the form of negative
body language such as turning away, lack of eye contact, and
other forms of inattentiveness. Statements made by women
faculty members may hold less credence than those made by
males and are more likely to be met with skepticism or disbelief. Thus, it becomes important for a woman faculty member,
where appropriate, to let her class know of her achievements.
It is often wise to do this at the first session of the class in
order to combat devaluation.
The authority of a woman faculty member may be challenged more often and more intensively than that of a male
faculty member, especially by some male students. Although
most male students are respectful and receptive, a small but
significant number will find it difficult to relate to a female
professor. Indeed, sometimes male students will continually
contradict a woman faculty member, regardless of the content
of her words. One way to deal with this is to deflect the question to the etas!, rather than trying to restate your own position. If a student says something similar to 'That doesn't
make sense, everyone knows that..." you can say, "Well, what
do the rest 'of you think about this?"
Sometimes a student may criticize you inappropriately, as
in, "You are politicizing the class by talking about women's
issues," and good teaching techniques (such as "Tell me why
you believe that" or a sympathetic "It's hard for many people
to talk about these issues") may fail. In such instances you
may need to be aware that the comments may not be logical
or subject to change through rational discourse because they
may have a large emotional component. if the student is particularly aggressive, a flippant remark in some instances, such
as "Ah! It will probably get worse" may be helpful as an indirect means of telling the student that the attack on the faculty
member is not working.

to be comfortable with womenmen whose wives have a
career, men who have daughters, or men who are nontraditional in their approach to life and work. These men can
often be helpful in providing information, support, and
advice.
Don't try to "act like a man." It's a dead-end game in
which women can't succeed because they are not men. Be the
kind of person you are.
Before bringing up an idea at a departmental meeting, discuss its feasibility with other members to get additional input
and establish yourself as a productive member of the department. If the idea is inappropriate, it is better to learn this during an informal conversation than during a formal meeting.
When failure occurs (and everyone makes mistakes sometimes), figure out what went wrong and how the situation can
be improved (what do you do next to retrieve it?). A good
way to answer these questions is to talk to people about what
you might do. After you have an idea of what makes sense to
you, you can also seek out the person(s) involved, apologize if
necessary, and/or ask for their advice on "Where do we go
fiom here?" and/or explain what you plan to do to remedy the
situation.
Watch how you label your behavior. If you label your
behavior only as failure, you are more likely to damage your
self-esteem. Norma Raffel at Pennsylvania State University
always labels any "failure" as "a learning experience." This is
a way to temper your anxiety and recover from the experience
by dealing with it differently than if you simply label it as
"failure." Do not lose sight of your strengths.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS
Both male and female students have gender-related expectations of their professors. They may expect women to be more
caring and motherly than their male teachers. They may put
more pressure on women faculty members for special treatment such as extending deadlines, and they may be angrier at
a woman faculty member who refuses than at a male professor
acting the same way.'"
The double bind that exists for women faculty members
with their male colleagues also exists with their students. At
the same time that students may expect supportive behavior
from female faculty members, they may nevertheless interpret
such behavior as weakness, perhaps seeing it as "too feminine." But if a woman professor acts more assertivelike her
male colleagues--she may be viewed as "too masculine."
The gender of a person affects the ways in which they are
ability
perceived, particularly in terms of competence

CONCLUSION
All of the issues discussed here are public problems, not private ones. Although each of us often has to handle these
issues and may even do so successfully, these issues will continue to be present and cannot be solved for everyone solely
by individual actions which may enhance individual careers.
Thus, it is important for those who are committed to equity to
work specifically for changes that will address these issues for
everyone. This might involve a wide array of actions such '*
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working on an institution's committee on sexual harassment,
using women's caucuses in the disciplines or women's campus
committees to ensure that questions are asked of candidates
for office or employment to ascertain their commitment to
women, or pressing the curriculum committee to ensure that
scholarship on women is incorporated into existing courses.19
It might mean joining a women's organization, or at the least,
contributing money to those organizations that you believe
can make a difference.
When we are concerned with the structure of academe (or
society at large) there are probably four options we can
choose. One choice is to flee, although where one would go to
flee discrimination is questionable. A second choice is to
withdraw psychologically into apathy or bitterness and not be
involved in changing the institution. A third choice is to be
a revolutionary, to try to tear down the entire existing structure and replace it, hopefully with something better. Not only
is that almost impossible to do, but it also leaves us with not
really knowing what the new structure would be and how it
would operate. The last choice is that of trying to change
society, inch by inch, bit by bit, painstakingly instituting
change in whatever small measure one can. And that is precisely what people of good will have been doing since time
immemorial.
Much has changed in academe during the last two decades,
but much more is needed if we are to develop a society where
men and women have options that are not limited by traditional notions about what is proper and improper. We have
taken the first step of what will be a very long journey.
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10. Personal communication.
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Vartuli (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1982), 54-56.
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the most
important jobs
first.

WSW

USE TIME

sue
suaass
AT wows., Too!

0

You'll have fewer
problems at work
and home if you
can express yourself clearly, and
understand others.

COMMUNICATE
EFFECTIVELY

LEARN To

Set a deadline for
each task so you
can complete the
project on time.

TASKS

BREAK LARGE
JOBS INTO
StiALLESt-

educational materials
workplace seminars.

offer employees:
information about local
sources of dependent care

INFORMATION AMP
PE-FERRAI. SERVICSS)

provide a tax benefit for
employees with dependent
care expenses.

PRoGPAMS

PEPEOPEST CARE
ASSISTANCE

can help employees, and their
families, with personal problems
that may affect work performance.

EAPs (CAPLoYEL
As.SiSirAtstE PixoGPAMS)

may offer. For example:
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do work at home and send
it to the workplace
electronically.

divioe a full-time position
between 2 or more
employees
work part-time

may be an option. Some
employees may:
choose a nonstandard work
schedule

ALTEROATIVE Wo084
ARRAMGCMRITS

provide convenient quality care
for dependents.

WHIPS

AT-WORic. CAPE

Ask personnel or human resources
about special options your employer

1111 Pet4 TO OUP

YOUR EMPLOYE"- IMA
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APPENDIX E
END-OF-SESSION RATING FORM
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The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Graduate Center: 33 West 42 Street. New York. N Y 10036

SEMINAR SERIES ON COLLEOE TEACHING FOR WOMEN PH.D. STUDENTS:
Evaluation Form - Session # 1

April 4, 1994

What was the single most valuable part of this session?

Please explain why:

What changes or additions to this session would have been useful?

Name (optional):
Program:

E

211 1

APPENDIX F
END-OF-PROGRAM SURVEY

Fl
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The Graduate School and University Cc liter
of the City University of New York

center for Advanced Study in Education
Graduate Center 33 West 42 Street, New York. N Y. 10036

WOMEN'S SEMINAR ON COLLEGE TEACHING CAREERS
Participant Survey
I need to know about your reacti ms to the Women's Seminar on College Teaching Careers program,
and about its possible impact, in order to both revise the program for future groups of partiipaits
results to the funding agency. Please take a few minutes and answer all of the questions as fully and as honestly
as possible; your responses will be confidential and will not be seen by other participants or people associated
with the Graduate School. Thank you very much for your support of this program and for completing the
Survey by May 27, 1994 and returning it in the envelope provided.

1. Please indicate how useful (worthwhile) the Seminar was overall:

_Not useful at all _Not very useful

Somewhat useful _Very useful

2. Please indicate how enjoyable the Seminar was overall:

_Not enjoyable at all _Not very enjoyable _Somewhat enjoyable _Very enjoyable
3. Would you recommend the Seminar to a friend? _No _Yes, with qualifications _Yes.
Please explain your response:

4. With respect to the content we covered, what was:
a. the single most important topic (be as specific as possible):

b. the single least important topic (please be specific):

c. the most surprising topic or discussion in terms of what you didn't expect:

Please turn page over

5. In your opinion, what topics needed more discussion?

What topics/discussions could have been eliminated or curtailed?

What topics were omitted that should have been covered?

6. With respect to the program's organization:
a. Were there:
too many
too few
just enough meetings?
Please explain:

b. Were the individual sessions:

too long

too short

just about right?

Please explain your response:

c. Were the presenters' generally:
Not good at all
Not very good

OK

d. Was the atmosphere:
Not conductive to free exchange
or
too formal and didactic
or
relaxed and easy

good

excellent

Conductive to free exchange
or
supportive and
encouraging

e. Was there enough time at each session for everyone to voice her opinion?

No

Please explain your response:

f. As a group, did the range of participants' different experiences:
detract from the discussion
or
add to the discussion
make the discussion less interesting or
make it more interesting
lead to too many diversions or
stimulate new ideas
g. Was having two presenters at each meeting:
distracting or
reinforcing

h. How well, in general, did the presenters work together?
Not at all well
Not very well
Somewhat well
Very well
Continued, next page
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Yes

7. Overall, how would you rate the balance between the Seminar's emphasis on "women's
concerns" and its emphasis on "pedagogy and teaching career concerns"?
Much too much emphasis
on (please explain):

Somewhat too much emphasis
on:

Just the right
amount of emphasis
on those broad areas:

8. What one aspect of the Seminar (person, idea, etc.) was most outstanding?

9. Please describe one new idea or concept that you heard about or learned through the
Seminar:

The next few questions are about the program's impact on you.
10. Please rate your interest in women's issues/concerns before and after taking part in this
program:

After

Before

Not interested at all
Not very interested
Neither interested or disinterested ....
Somewhat interested
Very interested

11. If there was any change in your level of interest from before to after, to what do you
attribute it? (Check as many as apply.)
the general content
the program overall
a particular presenter; please
a specific remark or idea; specify:
specify:

the influence of peers

other; please specify :

Please turn page over
F4

1.15

12. How involved in women's organizations/causes were you before the Seminar?
Not at all
Not very
Neither involved
Somewhat
Very
involved
involved
nor not involved
involved
involved

13. Now, as a result of the Seminar, are you more or less interested in becoming involved:
in a discussion group:
less interested
about the same
more interested
in an activist cause:
less interested
about the same
more interested
in a political group:
less interested
about the same
more interested
in a professional group:_ less interested
about the same
more interested
14. Please briefly describe any other changes in you personally that have come about as a
result of your participation in the Seminar.

Please use the rest of the space for comments.

Name (optional):

Program:

Thank you for completing this Survey. Please use the envelop provided to return it by
May 27, 1994 to Barbara R. Heller, CASE, CUNY Graduate Center, 25 West 43 Street,
Room 300, New York, NY 10036.

F5
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APPENDIX G
AGENDA
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Women PhD' s and the Academy
presents

Last Monday of the Month Lunch Time

SEMINAR SERIES
addressing academic and professional issues for
waxen in acadania

Noon to 1:30 P.M.
November

Roam 1629 GSUC

Academic Power Structure & Interviewing
Joan Tronto
Prof. of Political Science and
Coordinater of Women's Studies, Hunter College

December 14, 4:00-7:00 p.m., Rm 1700 B/C. Holiday Gathering
with the FIPSE Seminar on College Teaching participants

January 30

Writing for Publication
Louise DeSalvo
Prof. of English, Hunter College

February 27

Grant Writing
Barbara R. Heller
CASE/Special Programs, GSUC

March 27

Presenting at Conferences
Amy Mandelker
Prof. of Comparative Literature, GSUC

April 24

Balancing Priorities & Setting Limits
Jill Dolan
Prof. of Theatre, GSUC

Call Barbara R. Heller, 212/642-2910, for more information
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